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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
SReport To The Chairman, Subcommittee On
: HUD/Independent Agencies, Committee On
- Appropriations, United States Senate
7-1OF THE UNITED STATES

lThe Federal Emergency Management Agency's
<Plan For Revitalizing U.S. Civil Defense:
A Review Of Three Major Plan Components

In 1980, the Congress amended the Federal Civil
Defense Act of 1950, stating that civil defense
should be improved. To address this need, the Fed-
eral Emergency Management Agency in 1982 pro-

,. posed a 7-year plan for revitalizing the National
-, Civil Defense Program.

The Subcommittee requested GAO to review three
components of FEMA's 7-year plan: Nuclear Attack
Civil Preparedness, Radiological Defense, and
Direction and Control. GAO found that while FEMA
has made some program improvements, civil
defense generally continues to be characterized by
inadequate funding and little interest at all levels of
government. Also, some important civil defense D T IC
systems comprising the components of FEMA's 7-
year plan have numerous operational deficiencies. E LECTE
It is unclear whether state and local participation in
nuclear attack related civil defense will be adequate JUN2 8194
to make FEMA's 7-year plan effective.

This report discussess the status of the selected
components of the 7-year plan, recommends actions B
for improvement, and presents issues for the Sub-
committee's consideration.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON D.C. 204

B-204304

The Honorable Jake Garn
Chairman, Subcommittee on
HUD/Independent Agencies

Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your February 16, 1982, letter asked us to review the Fed-
eral Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA's) plan for revitaliz-
ing civil defense.

As subsequently arranged with your office, we limited our
review primarily to the status, costs, and effectiveness of
three major components of FEMA's 7-year plan. The three
components--Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness, Direction and
Control, and Radiological Defense--are critical to an effective
civil defense program and account for about 74 percent of FEMA's
total estimated cost of $4.2 billion for the program.

On March 29, 1982, we gave your office some fact sheets and
questions for use during the Committee's appropriation hearings
on FEMA's fiAcal year 1983 budget request for civil defense and
on April 11, 1983, we provided additional fact sheets and ques-
tions on the fiscal year 1984 program. In addition, on May 16,
1983, we provided you with a draft of this report.

As arranged with your office, we are restricting the dis-
tribution of this report for 10 days after its issuance. Copies
of the report will then be sent to the Chairmen, House Commit-
tees on Appropriations, on Armed Services, and on Government
Operations and Senate Committees on Armed Services and on Gov-
ernmental Affairs; the Director, Office of Management and Bud-
get; and the Director, Federal Emergency Management Agency.
Copies will also be made available to other interested parties
upon request.

Accession For Sincerely yours,
NTIS GRA&I
DTIC TAB
U n a n n o u c ed Elt]

Comptroller General
By •of the United States

Distribution/

Avail and/or ELECTE
Dist Special
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT TO THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY

THE CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON MANAGEMENT AGENCY'S -61

HUD/INDEPENDENT AGENCIES, PLAN FOR REVITALIZING
: '-.COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, U.S. CIVIL DEFENSE: A

UNITED STATES SENATE REVIEW OF THREE MAJOR PLAN

. COMPONENTS

DIGEST

The purposes of the U.S. Civil Defense Proqram are
to (1) save American lives in the event of a
nuclear attack, (2) contribute to the United States'
ability to deter the Soviet Union from an attack on
the United States, and (3) improve the ability of
the states and localities to deal with emergencies

that occur as the result of natural and

technological hazards.

GAO reported in 1977 that the United States lacked

a comprehensive civil defense policy, civil defense
had received little interest and funding, and civil
defense needed better planning and coordination at
all levels of government. (See p. 1.)

In 1980, the Congress amended the Federal Civil
Defense Act of 1950, stating that the U.S. Civil
Defense Program should (1) enhance nuclear war
survivability, (2) include relocation for segments
of the population, and (3) be adaptable for use in
peacetime emergencies. (See p. 4.) The 1980
amendments did not change the original purpose of
the civil defense program. Rather, the objective
of the 1980 amendments was to revitalize that
program.

In 1981, President Reagan announced his intention
to devote greater resources to improvina civil
defense and in 1982 the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency (FEMA) proposed a 7-year plan for
revitalizing the National Civil Defense Program.

The 7-year plan, estimated to cost the federal
government $4.2 billion to implement, is actually

a composite of new civil defense activities and
the improvement and acceleration of activities
that existed before the 7-year plan. The primary
components of the plan are Nuclear Attack Civil
Preparedness, Direction and Control, Radiological

Defense, Telecommunications and Warning, Orqaniza-
No tional and other Support Functions, and Salaries

GAO/NSIAD-84-11
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and Expenses. The Conqress did not appropriate
the funding levels requested by FEMA to implement
the 7-year plan. WEMA requested $252.3 million
for fiscal year 1983 and S253.5 million for fiscal
year 1984. The Congress appropriated $147.9
million and $169 million. As requested by the
Chairman, Subcommittee on HUD/Independent
Agencies, Senate Committee on Appropriations, GAO
reviewed the status, costs, and effectiveness of
three major components of FEMA's 7-year
plan--Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness,
Radiological Defense, and Direction and Control.
These components are particularly critical to
civil defense and compose 74 percent of the plan's
estimated cost. (See p. 6.)

GAO did not evaluate the assumptions underlying
FEMA's approach to a civil defense program. Also,
while GAO found that the current level of federal
funding is inadequate to implement FEMA's plan,
GAO takes no position on how much should be
funded.

GAO found that while FEMA has made improvements,
the National Civil Defense Program continues to be
characterized by inadequate fundinq at the
federal, state, and local levels of government.
Also, while federal, state, and local governments
are jointly responsible for this program, the
extent to which state and local governments will
choose to participate is unknown. The following
sections discuss Civil Defense Program costs,
status, and effectiveness in relation to the three
components of FEMA's 7-year plan addressed by this
review.

NUCLEAR ATTACK CIVIL PREPAREDNESS

* This component of the 7-year plan is concerned

with relocating the population at risk from a
nuclear attack, providing them with fallout pro-
tection, and developing in-place protection if
time or circumstances prevent relocation. Presi-
dent Reagan's 1982 national security directive on
civil defense reaffirmed that the United States
will rely on crisis relocation (which is concerned
with evacuatinq the population of high risk areas
to safer host areas) as the primary means of pro-
tecting the population in the event of a nuclear
attack. FEMA's 7-year plan requires both initial
and enhanced crisis relocation plans. Initial
plans focus on moving risk area populations to
host areas and providinq for their initial recep-
tion and care. Enhanced plans address the

9 -* ', .-



relocation of essential public services such as
police and fire protection and the preservation of
essential industries, such as food processing, so
that they would be able to continue to function
and sustain the relocated population.

U.S. civil defense officials have been working on
relocation plans for the populatiun since 1978.
As of the end of fiscal year 1983, 1,489 of the
3,135 initial plans identified as needed by fiscal
year 1986 in FEMA's 7-year plan had been com-
pleted. No enhanced plans or prototypes that in-
clude both initial and enhanced plans have been
completed. (See p. 13.)

FEMA has emphasized the completion of initial
crisis relocation plans for areas located near
strategic military bases. These are almost
certain to be targets of an enemy first strike.
FEMA has thus far given little emphasis to the
completion of these plans for the major cities
where they have the greatest life saving
potential. (See p. 14.)

Most local governments have been willing to assist
state and federal planners obtain the information
they need to develop relocation plans. According
to FEMA, only 39 local governments nationwide had
rejected the crisis relocation concept as of June
1982. But local governments have done little to
develop the local operational procedures and
coordination needed to make relocation plans
operable. (See p. 15.)

Some Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness programs
contained in the 7-year plan, which are critical
to crisis relocation effectiveness, are inactive
and unfunded. The Shelter Marking, Shelter
Stocking, Packaged Ventilation Kits, and Emerqency
Instructions to the Public programs were not
funded during fiscal year 1983. Shelter signs and
stocks are also deteriorating to the point that
they are of little use. (See p. 17.)

The effectiveness of crisis relocation is also
heavily dependent upon the approval and funding of
industrial protection and essential worker protec-
tion programs. These programs address the protec-
tion of vital industrial equipment (such as
machine tools, lathes, and food and medical pro-
cessing facilities) and key industrial workers in
high risk areas from nuclear attack effects. They
are not included in FEMA's 7-year plan and are
awaiting a Presidential decision on their funding

r ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.,..'. ., .-.-..... . .,'...'...... ... ... .....-...- -.. . . . .
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and implementation. Based on preliminary FEMA
cost estimates, the inclusion of these two addi-
tional programs could more than double the overall
7-year plan cost. (See p. 17.)

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE

The Radiological Defense component of FEMA's
7-year plan is designed to provide information,
equipment, and technical advice to protect the
population from radiation following a nuclear
attack. While FEMA has made progress in the
development of new radiological instruments,
problems remain regarding the number of instru-
ments to be purchased, state instrument inven-
tories and distribution plans, and radiological
defense officer staffing in the states. (See p.
21.)

FEMA originally planned to purchase 7 million
instrument sets to measure radiation, but now,
largely due to cost and budgetary concerns, plans
to purchase only 5.5 million sets. This is just
over half of what the Department of Enerqy's Oak
Ridge National Laboratories estimated in 1979
would be needed to protect the population. FEMA's
plans to purchase the 5.5 million sets is based on
the assumption that design and production techni-
cal breakthroughs will reduce the procurement cost
from a current estimate of $100 per set to $30 to
$40 per set. If the technical breakthroughs do
not materialize, either appropriations will need
to be increased or the number of instrument sets
to be purchased may need to be reduced further.
(See p. 28.)

Radiological equipment stock levels, inventory
procedures, deployment plans, or a combination of
these were inadequate in the six states where GAO
reviewed radiological equipment storage. The
accuracy of radiological instrument inventory
records varied among these states, and only two
states had a plan for distributing stored
radiological instruments. (See p. 29.)

Implementation of the Radiological Defense compo-
nent is also being inhibited by delays in the
hiring of state radiological defense officers,
outdated FEMA radiological defense quidance, and
the inability of FEMA to determine the location,
status, and training received by individuals
attending FEMA radiological defense training

Ycourses. (See pp. 30 and 31.)

iv



DIRECTION AND CONTROL

The direction and control component of the 7-year
plan encompasses a wide ranqe of activities con-
cerned with warninq the public of a nuclear
attack, providing information regardinq what to do
and where to qo, allocating community resources
during a nuclear attack crisis, and directinq
evacuation and postattack recovery activities.
FEMA's 7-year plan includes direction and control
programs such as Emergency Operating Centers and
the Broadcast Station Protection Program.

Emergency operatinq centers

FEMA has established standards for evaluating
emergency operating center (EOC) capability to
sustain effective operations during a nuclear
attack. According to the latest FEMA data, 2,713
of the 3,063 existing EOCs do not meet FEMA
standards and have deficiencies that miqht render
them of limited use during a nuclear attack. (See
p. 37.)

FEMA's 7-year plan calls for a total of 5,828
state and local EOCs. However, this total is more
an amalgamation of the number of existing EOCs,
local civil defense organizations, and state and
local needs and willingness to fund EOCs than a
determination of how many EOCs are really needed
for a national EOC network and where they should
be located. During fiscal year 1984, FEMA plans
to reevaluate the total number, types, and costs
of EOCs needed. (See p. 39.)

Fiscal year 1982 state EOC development plans con-
tained far fewer projects than the number needed
to meet the FEMA 7-year plan objectives, and
usually did not address the states' total needs or
the full 7-year period. FEMA said the fiscal year
1983 state EOC development plans were much im-
proved, but GAO did not evaluate them since they
were submitted after this audit was completed.
(See p. 41)

Broadcast Station Protection Programs

FEMA's 7-year plan calls for the development of
2,771 protected commercial broadcast stations by
fiscal year 1989. These stations will distribute
emergency information to the public during and
after a nuclear attack. FEMA, however, has not
performed sufficient analysis to determine whether
2,771 stations are actually needed, and program
cost estimates are therefore questionable. (See
p. 44.)

v
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GAO visited 11 of the existinq 607 fully protected
stations. All 11 had facility, operational, and/
or equipment deficiencies (such as inadequate
fallout protection, equipment, food, fuel, or
nuclear attack plans) that miqht prevent them from 0

conducting effective operations after a nuclear
attack. (See p. 44.)

1."

FEMA guidance for both the EOC and Broadcast Sta-
tion Protection Programs is outdated and adversely
affecting their implementation. For example, FEMA
has not issued formal policy guidance for the
Broadcast Station Protection Program, and it is
still using a generally outdated manual for EOC
development which was published in 1966. FEMA
also does not have an effective system for
acquiring data on the status of EOCs and protected S
broadcast stations and does not perform periodic
inspections of these facilities. (See pp. 40, 45
and 47.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

GAO recommends that the Director of FEMA:

--Direct the FEMA regions to monitor the deqree to
which local jurisdictions with completed initial
crisis relocation plans are developinq the
necessary operational procedures and performing
the coordination needed with state and federal
plans. FEMA could thus better identify crisis
relocation plan problems, better evaluate the
extent of local civil defense participation, and
direct limited resources to areas where they
would be more effectively used. (See p. 19.)

--Update civil defense guidance and manuals so
that state and local governments can better plan
to meet national civil defense objectives. (See
p. 48.)

--Direct FEMA regional officials to review re-
ported radiological defense equipment stock
levels for accuracy and shortages so that
current stock levels can be determined and
equipment needs more accurately identified.
(See p. 33.)

-- Emphasize the development of complete state EOC
development plans that more accurately identify
state EOC needs and intentions. FEMA could then
better plan for a national EOC network by more

- accurately estimating the deqree of probable
local participation and funding of direction and
control programs. (See p. 48.)

vi
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GAO makes additional recommendations for

improvement on pages 33 and 48.

AGENCY COMMENTS

FEMA generally agreed with GAO's facts and recom-
mendations. FEMA said it was aware of many of the
deficiencies noted by GAO and was takinq actions
to correct them as best it could qiven its limited
staff resources. (See p. 56.)

FEMA stated it plans to implement a new proqram
implementation strategy called the Inteqrated

*Emergency Management System durinq fiscal year
1984.

FEMA believes this approach will address many of
the concerns noted in this report. For example,

(V new comprehensive guidance is being developed for
multiyear development, capability assessment, and

* program status reportinq, which FEMA believes
should result in substantial improvement in civil
defense and emergency preparedness in qeneral.
This strategy is not designed to replace the
7-year plan, but it does establish a new approach
to accomplishing civil defense objectives. This
system will be implemented throughout fiscal year
1984 and, therefore, GAO could not evaluate its
effectiveness durinq this review.

ISSUES FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE

These issues need to be considered by the Subcom-
mittee in its oversiqht role over FEMA:

--Should FEMA continue to place proqram emphasis
on the completion of crisis relocation plans for
areas near strategic military bases, or should
it place proqram emphasis on completing crisis
relocation plans first for heavily populated
urban risk areas where crisis relocation plans
have the greatest life saving potential? (See
p. 19.)

--Should FEMA select some representative risk and
host areas and complete all civil defense pro-
gram elements in these areas so as to develop
prototypes to (1) demonstrate program workabil-
ity and qenerate federal, state, and local
funding and interest for civil defense and (2)
test civil defense concepts and identify
problems that might affect proqram fundinq
considerations? (See p. 19.)

vii
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A major nuclear attack on the United States would result
in a national emergency on a scale unprecedented in the American
experience. According to an Office of Technoloqy Assessment
report, 1 such an attack could be expected to cause severe
social, economic, and governmental disruption, in addition to
widespread destruction and as many as 165 million fatalities. 0
Civil defense is concerned primarily with protecting the popula-
tion from nuclear attack. An effective civil defense may
drastically reduce the effect of such an attack and could be
vital to the Nation's survival and recovery in the event of a
nuclear war.

We have discussed civil defense and continuity of govern-
ment programs in previous reports. 2 Until the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) was established in April
1979, several federal aqencies were responsible for various
segments of civil preparedness planning, but no one agency had
overall responsibility. State and local governments also had @1
preparedness responsibilities. Our prior reviews concluded that
the federal, state, and local governments had not adequately
fulfilled their preparedness planning responsibilities or
sufficiently coordinated their actions and that more needed to
be done to ensure survival and recovery followinq a nuclear
attack. We made this review to determine the status, cost, and
potential effectiveness of the revitalized civil defense program
proposed by FEMA in March 1982. A more detailed description of
our objectives, scope, and methodology is presented on paqe 6.

CIVIL DEFENSE PLANS ARE
ESSENTIAL TO NATIONAL
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Civil defense plans are critically important to national I
emergency preparedness. The ability of the United States to
survive and recover from a major nuclear attack may be directly
dependent upon the adequacy of such plans. An accurate assess- S
ment of the effects of a major nuclear attack is impossible due
to the uncertainties involved. According to the Office of

'The Effects of Nuclear War, Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA-NS-89, May 1979).

2Civil Defense: Are Federal, State, and Local Governments
Prepared for Nuclear Attack? (LCD-76-464, Auq. 8, 1977).
Continuity of the Federal Government in a Critical NationalEmergency--A Neglected Necessity (LCD-78-409, Apr. 27, 1978). .

1'
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Technology Assessment report, however, a high percentage of U.S.
economic and industrial capacity would be destroyed, and without
civil defense measures, U.S. fatality estimates for the first 30
days following the attack range up to 165 million persons, de-

pending on the number, location, and type of warhead detona-

tions. National health, economic, and agricultural resources
would surely be affected, as would systems of distribution,

:4 communication, transportation, finance, and others.

FEMA maintains that an effective civil defense proqram
employinq crisis relocation of the population could as much as
double the number of Americans expected to survive such an
attack. Furthermore, the employment of simple but effective
means of protecting essential industrial eiuipment might enable
its return to operation in a matter of weeks rather than the
years it might otherwise take to replace it under postattack
conditions. Effective civil defense measures may therefore have
the potential to drastically reduce casualties and economic
damage in the short term and to speed economic recovery in the

[- - .long term.

FEMA CREATED TO COORDINATE
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

FEMA is an independent executive aqency serving as a sinqle
point of contact within the federal qovernment for emergency
management activities. The emergency-related proqrams and re-
sponsibilities of five agencies were merqed into FEMA by
President Carter's Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1978 and by Ex-
ecutive Orders 12127 (Mar. 1979) and 12148 (July 1979). These
included (1) the Defense Civil Preparedness Aqency, Department
of Defense, (2) the Federal Preparedness Agency, General Ser-
vices Administration, (3) the Federal Disaster Assistance Admin-
istration, Department of Housing and Urban Development, (4) the
U.S. Fire Administration, Department of Commerce, and (5) the
Federal Insurance Administration, Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Some other functions, such as oversight of
the Federal Emergency Broadcast System (from the Office of
Science and Technoloqy Policy, Executive Office of the
President), were also transferred to FEMA. FEMA is dedicated to
establishing and maintaining a comprehensive and coordinated
emergency manaqement capability in the United States to plan and
prepare for, respond and recover from, and most importantly,
mitigate the effects of emergencies, disasters, and hazards
ranging from safety in the home to nuclear attack.

Within FEMA, the responsibility for manaqinq civil defense
is shared by several major orqanizational units under the over-

all direction of the Director. The National Preparedness Pro-
qrams Directorate is responsible for overall civil defense plans
and policy development, while the State and Local Proqrams and

*Support Directorate develops and implements civil defense pro-
qram components that are deployed at state and local levels.

2
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The Training and Fire Programs Directorate provides civil
defense training and public education; the Emergency Operations

*Office administers national warning and communications systems;
and the Resource Management and Administration Directorate is
responsible for FEMA's overall management s, -tem, which includes
civil defense program activities. FEMA's organization chart is

-i shown in appendix I.

FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL
ROLES IN CIVIL DEFENSE

The National Civil Defense Program is based upon commitment
to a partnership by federal, state, and local qovernments, with
private sector support. The federal government provides leader-
ship in the form of guidance, technical support, and financial
assistance based on requirements generated by the National
Security and the Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended.
Full (100 percent) federal funding and assistance is provided
for primarily attack-related initiatives such as radiological
defense, shelter development and surveys, nuclear civil
protection planning, and industrial protection. Shared federal,
state, and local funding and assistance is provided for the more
predominant "dual-use" initiatives such as organizational
structure, emergency operations planning, warning and
communications systems, emergency operating centers, and
training. While many of these initiatives are federal in
origin, their successful implementation is dependent upon the
states' participation and committed support. Conversely, the
ability of states and localities to deal effectively with
peacetime emergencies, for which they are primarily responsible,
is dependent upon federal support and commitment.

CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAMS HAVE
RECEIVED LITTLE EMPHASIS

The development of an effective civil defense has histori-
cally received little emphasis. Civil defense programs have
been characterized by low priorities, inadequate funding, and
frequent reorganization practically since their inception.

The dominance of U.S. offensive power, coupled with a
strategic policy of massive retaliation, appears to have contri-
buted to keeping civil defense programs in a minor role during
the 1950s. As shown by appendix II, civil defense appropria-
tions increased to over $900 million (in constant fiscal year
1982 dollars) at the time of the Berlin and Cuban missile crises
in the early 1960s, but by 1964 they had begun a steady decline
in constant dollar terms that lasted until 1979. During this
period, the federal civil defense program also underwent
frequent reorganization, as shown by appendix III.

Our 1977 report on civil defense noted that the United

States did not have a comprehensive civil defense policy, that
civil defense had received little emphasis or fundinq, and that

3.. . . ... . . . ...4
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civil defense needed better planning and coordination at all
levels of government. We recommended that civil defense
planning be more closely coordinated within the federal
government and that a more thorough review of state emerqency
operating plans for nuclear attack be made before providinq
financial assistance. FEMA was formed shortly thereafter and is
presently attempting to address many of the identified problems.

CIVIL DEFENSE PROGRAM
REVITALIZATION

Interest in civil defense began to increase again in 1978
with the issuance of Presidential Directive 41, which directed
the implementation of a new civil defense policy designed to im-
prove U.S. population and leadership survivability in a nuclear
war and contribute to deterrence and stability. This directive
also stated that civil defense should help deal with natural
disasters and other peacetime emerqencies. As previously men-
tioned, FEMA was formed in 1979 to consolidate the emergency
functions of several federal aqencies into a more comprehensive,

. coordinated, and efficient system of emergency management.

In 1980 the Congress amended the Federal Civil Defense Act
of 1950 to add a new title V, "Improved Civil Defense Program".
Essentially this amendment made statutes of the civil defense
policies described in Presidential Directive 41. The amendment
stated that it was the intent of the Congress that the present

- -civil defense program should be improved and that the program
should:

-- Enhance the survivability of American people and leader-
ship in the event of nuclear war, thereby improving the
basis for recovery and reducing the vulnerability to

* attack, enhance deterrence, and reduce the possibility
that the United States might be susceptible to enemy
coercion in times of increased tension.

--Include plans for crisis relocation of certain segments

of the population.

--Be adaptable to deal with natural disasters and other
peacetime emergencies.

This amendment further directed the President to develop
and implement a civil defense program that considered such ele-

..J. ments as

--rapid population relocation during time of international
crisis,

* . -- a survey of shelters inherent in existing facilities,

-- plans for developing additional shelter during times of

crisis,

4
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--shelter management capabilities,

--shelter marking and stocking,

--development and procurement of shelter ventilation kits,

--improvement of civil defense warninq systems,

--further development of a network of emerqency operating
centers and improvement of direction and control systems
and capabilities,

--improved public information and traininq proqrams, and

--the development of postattack recovery plans.

FEMA'S PROPOSED CIVIL
DEFENSE PROGRAM

Following the administration's review of civil defense pro-
grams and policies, on October 2, 1981, President Reagan
announced his intention to "devote greater resources to improv-
ing our civil defenses" as part of his plan "to revitalize our
strategic forces and maintain America's ability to keep the
peace well into the next century." Subsequently, in early 1982,
President Reagan signed a national security decision directive,
stating that civil defense is an essential ingredient of U.S.
nuclear deterrent forces and that it was a matter of national
priority for the United States to have a civil defense program
that provided for the survival of the U.S. population.

The objectives of the civil defense program called for by
this directive were essentially the same as those called for by
title V, including the ability to deal with peacetime emergen-

W cies. President Reagan directed, however, that to implement
these policies, the civil defense program would:

-- By the end of 1989, complete the development of plans and
the deployment of operational systems to provide for pop-
ulation protection, with priority being placed on popula-
tion relocation during a crisis from U.S. metropolitan
and other high risk areas to surrounding areas of lower
risk.

--Complete analyses and preparations required to make a
funding decision on the protection of key defense and
population relocation support industries.

--Complete analyses and preparations to allow a funding
decision on blast shelters for key industrial workers in
defense and population relocation support industries.
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FEMA was assigned overall operational supervision of this
program, and proqram funds were to be contained in the FEMA
budget. Other federal agencies and state and local governmentsalso have civil defense responsibilities.

FEMA subsequently designed a revitalized civil defense pro-
gram to be implemented between fiscal years 1983 and 1989. The
new program, referred to as the 7-year plan, is designed to re-
locate the population from larqer cities and other potential
risk areas during the crisis period expected to precede a
nuclear attack and to provide the population with fallout pro-
tection and support in areas not likely to be subject to nuclear
weapon direct effects. This plan is actually a composite of new
civil defense activities and improvements to and acceleration of
current activities. The program was designed by FEMA to reflect
an orderly approach to developinq improved civil defense capa-
bilities. Projected 7-year plan costs by proqram element are
shown in appendix IV.

FEMA's fiscal year 1983 civil defense budget request of
$252.34 million, with which to beqin implementation of the
7-year plan, was not fully approved by the Congress. The appro-
priated civil defense budget level for fiscal year 1983 was
$147.9 million, about 58 percent of the amount requested. FEMA
requested $253.5 million but was appropriated $169 million for
civil defense in fiscal year 1984.

As we were completing the field work for this review in
late 1982, FEMA officials informed us that the existing civil
defense program might be greatly affected by a newly proposed
Integrated Emergency Management System.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

This review was performed at the request of Senator Jake
Garn, Chairman, Subcommittee on HUD/Independent Agencies, Senate
Committee on Appropriations. We reviewed the revitalized pro-
gram status, costs, and effectiveness for the Nuclear Attack
Civil Preparedness (NACP), Radiological Defense (RADEF), and
selected Direction and Control portions of FEMA's 7-year plan.

The scope of our review was limited to these major civil
defense program elements because they are critical to an effec-
tive civil defense and because they compose 52.45 percent of
FEMA's fiscal year 1983 civil defense budget and 74.26 percent
of the estimated 7-year plan total cost. In each of these
areas, we reviewed program plans, cost estimates, and operation-
al status. We also examined whether deficiencies noted in our
prior reports had been corrected. We did not evaluate the basic
assumptions underlying FEMA's civil defense program. Civil de-
fense is generally controversial and often the subject of con-
gressional debate, particularly regarding its level of funding.

6
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We reviewed FEMA's revitalized civil defense program plans
and associated activities and interviewed officials with civil
defense responsibilities at FEMA headquarters in Washington,
D.C. We also reviewed the field application of proqram elements

• .at FEMA's regional offices in Seattle, Washington; San
Francisco, California; Boston, Massachusetts; and Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; and at FEMA's Emergency Management Institute in
Emmitsburq, Maryland. We interviewed state and local officials
with civil defense responsibilities and visited selected emer-
gency operating centers (EOCs) and/or other civil defense facil-
ities in Washington, Oregon, California, Massachusetts, Maine,
New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia. We chose

" these FEMA regional offices and states hecause they contain a
significant portion of the U.S. population and industry; offer a
variety in terms of city sizes, the presence of strategic mili-
tary bases, the intensity and status of civil defense program
efforts, and the use of prototype civil defense planning
methods; and contain a variety of risk and host areas for
population relocation.

To determine the operational status of selected commercial
broadcast stations participating in FEMA's Broadcast Station
Protection Program, we visited 11 commercial radio stations
located in Washington, D.C., and nearby portions of Virginia,
Maryland, and Pennsylvania. We did not visit enough stations
for purposes of projecting results to a national basis.

Our review was performed in accordance with generally
accepted government audit standards.
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CHAPTER 2

U.S. NUCLEAR ATTACK CIVIL PREPAREDNESS IS LIMITED AND FEMA

PLANS ARE SUBJECT TO UNCERTAINTIES AND HIGHER COSTS

Since 1978 U.S. nuclear attack civil preparedness has been
based on the concept of crisis relocation. The 7-year plan is
also based on this concept, but FEMA has made only limited pro-
gress toward the implementation of this and other NACP proqram
elements. Crisis relocation plans will not be completed for
much of the U.S. urban population until near the end of the
7-year period. Initial crisis relocation plans (CRPs)1 have
been completed for less than a third of the U.S. population
located in areas likely to be nuclear attack tarqets. No
enhanced CRPs have been completed, and inadequate funding,
program disinterest, and other problems make it unclear whether
adequate federal, state, and local participation will occur to
complete an effective CRP program. Some essential elements of
the NACP portion of the 7-year plan contain proqram requirements
and cost uncertainties. Also, basic civil defense decisions
regardinq industrial and essential worker protection plans have
not been made and may qreatly increase the NACP proqram cost.

THE CRISIS RELOCATION CONCEPT

President Reaqan's 1982 national security decision direc-
tive on civil defense reaffirmed that the United States will
place reliance on crisis relocation as the primary means of
protecting the population in a nuclear attack. Crisis
relocation was chosen over other civil defense options because
of the life saving potential it offered in relation to its cost.

CRPs call for evacuating the population of U.S. metropoli-
tan and other potentially high risk areas to surroundinq areas
of lower risk during the period of international crisis expected
to precede a nuclear attack. FEMA assumes that a warninq period
sufficiently long to permit evacuation (3 to 7 days) will occur
after the President and the state qovernors issue instructions
to evacuate. A surprise attack is considered hiqhly unlikely
since it is believed the Soviets would need at least a week to
evacuate their cities, thus providinq warning of a possible in-
tention to attack. If they did not evacuate, the Soviets would
subject much of their own population to retaliatory strikes in
order to achieve a surprise attack on the United States. FEMA
contends that CRPs would enable the United States to respond in
kind to a Soviet evacuation, thus reducinq U.S. population vul-
nerability and the possibility of crisis coercion.

I These plans are developed in two phases--initial and enhanced.
Initial CRPs deal primarily with moving people from risk areas
to host areas. Enhanced CRPS are primarily concerned with
sustaining the relocated population (see P. 17)
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FEMA has identified some 400 areas in the United States
. that it considers to be at hiqh risk from the direct weapons ef-
, fects of a large-scale nuclear attack because of proximity to

important military and urban-industrial areas. These hiqh risk
- areas are shown by the map below.

*HIGH-RISK AREAS
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The risk areas shown include (1) 63 "counterforce" areas
containing U.S. strategic offensive forces--intercontinental
ballistic missile complexes, Strateqic Air Command bases, and
ballistic missile submarine ports, (2) some 250 metropolitan
areas of more than 50,000 population, and (3) about 100 addi-
tional areas with other important military and economic instal-
lations. Located within these risk areas are about two-thirds
of the population (approximately 145 million people) and an even
higher proportion of V.S. industry. Crisis relocation is
desiqned to relocate people from these areas into surroundinq
areas of lower risk called host areas. PEMA believes the evacu-
ation of these areas could result in the initial survival of up
to 80 percent of the population, as opposed to an estimated sur-
vival rate of about 40 percent with current civil defense capa-
bilities. Continued survival, however, miqht depend upon other
factors such as fallout protection; the availability of essen-
tials such as food, water, and medical supplies; and other
postattack conditions.

NACP PROGRAM AND FEMA'S 7-YEAR PLAN

FEMA's 7-year plan for a revitalized civil defense proqram
provides for major NACP program enhancements and additions.
While this program emphasizes crisis relocation, it also pro-
vides for the improvement of in-place protection capabilities
should a sudden attack occur or if time and circumstances pre-
clude evacuation. FEMA estimates the total cost of completinq
its NACP program over the 7-year period (FY 1983-89) at $1.857
billion, or about 45 percent of total plan cost. Proqram ele-
ments and their estimated costs are shown in the followinq
table.

-. 1 1'1
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II

Flements of Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness

Estimated prooram OOStS

ibtal cost Annual cost

Proqram elements Description FY 1983-89 after 1989

(CXY) omitted)

Nuclear Civil Protection Develop plans to either (1) $ 307,800 S 14,400

Planninq relocate people from larqer
cities to rural areas or (2)
use best available in-place
shelter.

National Shelter Survey Survey about 824,000 buildinos 69,360 9,400
to identify existinq shelter
from radiation in support of
nuclear civil protection
planninq.

Shelter Markinq Mark about 345,000 buildins 14,280 1,100
intended for use in an emer-
qency by placinq shelter sians
near buildinq entrances.

Shelter Stockina Purchase food, water, and 1,173,96n 114,100
medical and sanitation sup-
plies for distribution to

shelters--uantities are for
259 million spaces in host and
risk areas.

Packaged Ventilation Produce about 450,000 portable 115,560 10,800
Kits ventilation kits for distri-

bution to shelters to prevent
suffocation due to ,vercrowd-
inq.

Crisis Shelter Ulpqrading Develop plans to upgrade host 104,960 8,600
area buildinqs to provide
additional fallout shelter
protection for risk area
evacuees. p

Emergency Instructions Publish instructions to the 34,460 6,600
T The Public public in some 5,000 local

telephone directories for
areas that have had CRPs
developed.

Essential Worker Identify vital industries and 18,020 -

Protection orqanizations that must he
kept in operation and develop
preliminary costs to con-
struct blast shelters for
essential workers.

Industrial Protection Develop cost data and test 2,120 -

procedures for protectinq
vital industrial equipment in
a crisis.

Individual Mobiliza- Assiqn military reserve per- 16,660 2,700
tion Auqmentees sonnel to assist state and

local emergency manaqement
agencies in time of crisis.

T1otal $1,857,180 $168,700
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FEMA requested $46.2 million for its NACP program in fiscal
year 1983, about four times the fiscal year 1982 funding level, but
the Congress appropriated $19.2 million. FEMA has requested $38.3
million for this program for fiscal year 1984. The following table
illustrates the program amounts requested and the amounts appro-
priated by the Congress.

FY 1983 FY 1984

request appro. request appro.

(millions)

Nuclear Civil Protection Planning $14.3 $ 8.7 $12.3 $8 .7 a
(Crisis Relocation Planning)

National Shelter Survey 12.1 4.0 12.3 4.3
Shelter Marking 1.1 - 1.1 b
Shelter Stocking 1.1 - 0.6 b
Packaged Ventilation Kits 1.2 - .7 b
Crisis Shelter Upgrade Planning 0.6 0.3 .6 a
Emergency Instructions to Public 2.2 - .7 1.0
Essential Worke- Shelter 10.9 3.6 7.1 3.6
Industrial Preparedness 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
Individual Mobilization Augmentees 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.8

$46.2c $19.2 $38.3 $20.5
Total

aNuclear Civil Protection Planning and Crisis Shelter Upgrade Planning
were combined in fiscal year 1984 appropriations.

bShelter Marking, Shelter Stocking, and Packaged Ventilation Kits
were combined but not funded in fiscal year 1984 appropriations.

CDoes not total due to rounding.

CRP PROGRESS IS LIMITED

Although U.S. civil defense relies primarily on crisis reloca-
tion for population protection, FEMA's efforts to implement this
program have progressed slowly. Since 1978 CRPs have been developed
for some localities, but those that do exist are generally for
smaller, less populated areas while planning for the heavily
populated urban areas has not yet occurred. Enhanced planning in
areas where initial CRPs have been completed has not been performed
because FEMA policy calls for the completion of all initial CRPs
first. Also, FEMA has not yet completed enhanced CRP planning
guidance.
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Few CRPs have been completed

FEMA and the states have determined that risk, host, or
combined risk and host area CRPs are required for 3,135 govern-
mental jurisdictions within or adjacent to the 400 identified
high risk areas. CRPs are developed by Nuclear Civil Protection
(NCP) planners who usually are state employees fully funded by
FEMA. Currently, state planners are workinq on "initial" CRPs,
which primarily focus on moving risk area populations to host
areas and providing for their care and reception. FEMA intends
to proceed with enhanced CRP planning after all initial plans
have been developed. Enhanced planning includes organizational
relocation and work with essential industries to improve con-
fidence that these and other services would continue to function
during the crisis period and would sustain the relocated popula-
tion. For example, arrangements for the shipment, storage, and
distribution of essential food and medical supplies for host
areas are usually a part of enhanced planning.

During fiscal year 1982, about 200 NCP planners nationwide
completed 369 initial CRPs. Of the total 3,135 initial CRPs re-
quired by the 7-year plan by the end of fiscal year 1985, 1,167,
or about 37 percent, had been completed by the end of fiscal

year 1982. The table below shows the status and type of CRPs
• "completed as of the end of fiscal year 1983.

P CRPs CRPs Percent
Areas required completed completed

Risk 625 243 39
* Host 2,005 993 50

Combined 505 253 50

Total 3,135 1,489 47

FEMA and state program officials said CRP completion has
progressed slowly due to inadequate funding and staffing, fre-
quent assignment of NCP planners to other tasks during fiscal
years 1980 and 1981, and various administrative problems
involving state implementation of this program.

Heavily populated areas will receive CRPs last

CRP life saving potential is greatest for urban risk areas
because this is where most of the U.S. population at risk from
nuclear attack is located. However, although about 47 percent
of the planned number of CRPs have been completed, only 5 of the
30 most heavily populated U.S. risk areas have completed their
initial CRPs. These 30 areas contain about 84 million people

living in or near most of the Nation's major cities. This has
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occurred partly because PEMA allowed the states to determine CRP
planninq priorities, and they tended to opt for completinq the a
smaller, easier plans first. PEMA also instructed the states to
give priority to completinq counterforce area CRPs, which are
usually located in less populated areas, and directed shelter
survey resources needed for initial CRP plans to these areas.
FEMA chose to complete initial CRPs for counterforce areas first
because they are almost certain to be primary tarqets of an
enemy first strike. However, this approach initially directs
civil defense efforts away from the areas where they have the
greatest life savinq potential.

FEMA CRP priorities need modification

FEMA priorities have directed the completion of initial
CRPs for all risk and host areas before proceeding with any
enhanced CRP planning, primarily because FEMA has not yet com-
pleted the necessary enhanced planning guidance. Consequently,
no enhanced planning has taken place. Local jurisdictions that
have finished their initial CRPs and are interested in develop-
ing completed civil defense plans are thus being prevented from
proceeding with enhanced plan development.

FEMA, state, and local officials we interviewed said that
this approach encourages local jurisdictions to allow completed
initial CRPs to fall into disuse and discourages interested
jurisdictions from developing fully completed plans. If the
current rate of CRP production continues, all initial plans may
not be complete before the 1990s. Unless FEMA completes
enhanced planning guidance soon and proceeds with enhanced CRPs,
increasingly larger numbers of completed initial plans may be-
come outdated during the interim. FEMA officials said that
generally inadequate funding and staffing were primary reasons
why enhanced CRP guidance has not yet been developed.

We believe FEMA should accelerate and complete the develop-
. ment of enhanced CRP guidance to facilitate enhanced planning

activities in local jurisdictions that have completed initial
CRPs and express interest in developing and implementing a com-
plete CRP. This would direct CRP resources to those risk areas
interested in utilizing them rather than delay full CRP capa-
bility for the sake of completing initial CRPs in all jurisdic-
tions. Furthermore, the completion of crisis relocation plan-
ninq and all other civil defense program elements in some local
jurisdictions would not only provide some hiqh risk areas with
full civil defense capability now, but could also provide proto-

" types that would enable FEMA to better (1) determine actual pro-
gram costs, (2) identify program planning and implementation
problems in advance, and (3) demonstrate program workability so
as to qenerate federal, state, and local funding and interest
for civil defense.
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THE CRITICAL UNKNOWN: WILL STATE

AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS PARTICIPATE IN CRP?

The effectiveness of crisis relocation as a defense against
nuclear attack is directly dependent upon the deqree to which
federal, state, and local governments participate in planning,
preparing, implementing, and coordinating their CRP activities.
We found that 39 local governments have rejected the CRP con-
cept. FEMA and state officials told us that most local qovern-
ments with completed initial CRPs are doinq little to prepare
for their implementation. Furthermore, FEMA's limited ability
to assist states and localities in this and other elements of
NCP tends to discourage participation in the proqram.

% -9

"-.- Some areas are rejecting the CRP concept

. A potentially severe problem facing CRP completion and
effectiveness is that local officials may reject the CRP concept A
and refuse to participate in its planninq and implementation.
Local participation is essential since local officials can pro-
vide valuable planning input and assistance and will be
responsible for implementing CRP in a nuclear attack crisis.

As of June 1982, 39 communities had rejected key elements
of FEMA's civil defense program, mostly in regard to Crisis Re-

location Planning. These include some major cities such as
Seattle, Washington; San Francisco, California; New York, New
York; and Houston, Texas. Because FEMA has no means of deter-
mining how many local governments may eventually reject CRP, the
extent to which these governments will participate in CRP plan-
ning is unknown. However, local willingness to assist state
planners in developing CRPs for smaller risk areas where CRP
planning has occurred so far appears to have been generally
good. In two of the FEMA regions we visited, state planners
were developing these CRPs in spite of local government
opposition.

Local government willingness to make CRP usable is much
. more doubtful. FEMA has not developed an effective means of

monitoring the degree to which local jurisdictions with com-
pleted initial CRPs are refining them and developing the neces-

sary operational procedures and coordination. Local governments
in the four FEMA regions we visited seemed to be doing little to

e= develop an ability to implement existing CRPs. NCP planners
said that local officials are reluctant to refine and update
completed CRPs and to develop the operational procedures and co-
ordination needed to make the plans operable. Nuclear attack
preparedness also generally appears to have a low priority with

local government officials who tend to be more interested in

I..
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peacetime preparedness functions such as dealing with natural
disasters and industrial accidents. 2 According to FEMA offi-
cials and state planners, unless CRPs are studied, updated, and
exercised, local emergency services would encounter much
confusion and difficulty attemptinq to implement CRPs during an
actual nuclear attack crisis.

Federal-state-local CRP
coordination appears inadequate

Crisis relocation planninq, coordination, and support amongV federal, state, and local governments appear inadequate. FEMA

appears to be the only federal agency assisting states and
localities in crisis relocation planning. According to some
state officials, federal agencies have neither coordinated with

. nor assisted state and local governments with CRP development,
even though some of these agencies, such as the Departments of

* Defense, Transportation, Agriculture, Health and Human Services,
Commerce, the Treasury, and others, might have key roles were an

-' evacuation to occur. FEMA officials acknowledged this and said
that the issue of whether federal agencies should have a role in
crisis relocation planning remains unresolved. NCP planners in
Pennsylvania, Virginia, California, and in FEMA Region X stated
their concern that their CRPs might conflict with emergency

*mobilization plans being developed by various federal agencies.
For example, some CRPs might not be feasible because of Depart-
ment of Defense plans restrictinq interstate highway or other
facility use.

Some states and localities have also failed to adequately
coordinate crisis relocation planning. The state of Virginia,
for example, has designated certain counties as host areas for
evacuees from risk areas in both Maryland and the District of
Columbia. However, according to Virginia NCP planners, there
has been virtually no coordination between these jurisdictions
in developinq risk and host area CRPs. Similar lack of coordin-
ation between jurisdictions exists within the other states we
visited. Plans involving population relocation among different
states and localities may, therefore, not be effective unless

" coordination is improved.

* FEMA regional assistance is limited lei

FEMA, state, and local officials in the four FEMA regions
we visited said that FEMA regional offices were not adequately

4 staffed to provide the informational and technical assistance
needed to implement NACP programs. In FEMA Regions III and IX,
for example, no staff are specifically assigned to work full

2Our report, The Emergency Management Assistance Program Should
Contribute More Directly to National Civil Defense Objectives,
(GAO/GGD 83-5, Nov. 5, 1982), recommended that FEMA use this
federally funded program as leverage to promote civil defense
objectives.
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time with the states and local governments on NCP planning.
State and local officials in the states we visited noted that

- .. FEMA's generally inadequate funding, staff, and ability to moni-
tor this program cause them to question the federal commitment
to civil defense in general and tend to discourage state and
local participation.

CRP EFFECTIVENESS IS DEPENDENT
UPON ADDITIONAL PROGRAM ELEMENTS

CRP effectiveness will depend on whether all critical NACP
program elements are funded and implemented. Many of these cri-
tical program elements are presently inactive and/or deteriorat-
ing, while others are awaiting a major funding decision. FEMA's
plans and cost estimates for some proqram elements are not yet
finalized. Implementation of the industrial protection and es-
sential worker shelter programs could qreatly increase overall
civil defense program cost.

Uncertainties affect many
critical program elements

Many essential NACP program elements, such as Emergency
Instructions to the Public, Shelter Marking, Shelter Stocking,
and Packaged Ventilation Kits, are presently inactive, unfunded,
and/or deteriorating. None of these program elements received
any funding in fiscal year 1983. Some, such as the shelter
marking and shelter stocking programs, were active in the past
but either have been discontinued or allowed to deteriorate so
that they are currently of little use.

FEMA's plans for implementing these program elements con-
tain uncertainties. The plans call for equippinq fallout
shelters with such items as a 7-day food supply, water con-
tainers, medical supplies, sanitation kits, and ventilation
kits. FEMA officials said estimates of item quantities needed
and their costs were based on research and staff experience and
might contain an error factor of up to 20 percent. For example,
since no federal marking of buildings usable as fallout shelters

* . has occurred since 1973, FEMA estimates that 10 percent of the
total existing shelter signs are being removed, vandalized, or
otherwise deteriorating each year. Also, many newer buildings
have never been surveyed to determine their usability as fallout
shelters, and many surveys performed on older buildings are more
than 10 years old and, thus, may no longer be accurate. FEMA
officials acknowledged that further plan development and refine-
ment are required, but said that this would be performed under
an accelerated civil defense program. The NCP program elements
tend to be interdependent, and their funding and implementation
may be essential for population survival in a postnuclear attack
environment.
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Industrial protection and essential
worker protection may qreatly
increase total civil defense costs

Within the next few years, the President is expected to
make a funding and implementation decision regardinq two new
program elements--Industrial Protection and Essential Worker
Protection. According to FEMA, these program elements are not
presently a part of FEMA's 7-year plan, and, if approved, could
possibly increase the total plan cost by as much as $6 billion
dollars. FEMA believes these two program elements are needed to

' ' ,..protect (1) vital industrial equipment from nuclear attack, thusimproving the prospects for postattack recovery and (2) key

workers needed to maintain essential industrial production (such
as food and fuel to support evacuees in host areas and essential
defense production) and other services (such as police and fire)
in risk areas durinq the crisis. Providinq blast shelter

. -protection for key workers is the primary area in which program
costs would be increased. FEMA officials said blast shelters
may be needed to protect an estimated 4 million workers, at a
preliminary estimated cost of $3.6 to $6 billion. In commenting
on this report, FEMA noted that industrial protection studies
are still underway and that some reduced capability options
costing less than the figures cited may also be considered.

CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness is a critical element of
FEMA's 7-year plan for revitalizing civil defense. FEMA has
progressed slowly toward implementinq crisis relocation planninq
and other Nuclear Attack Civil Preparedness program elements
largely because of limited program funding. Slightly less than
half of the total number of initial CRPs required have been com-
pleted. However, because of FEMA CRP priorities, only 5 of the
30 most heavily populated risk areas that include most of the
Nation's major cities have completed initial CRPs. FEMA priori-
ties and inadequate funding appear to have prevented the devel-
opment of enhanced CRPs. Because FEMA has not yet completed
both the initial and enhanced phases of any CRPs or any CRP pro-
totypes, the feasibility of this program and its total estimated
cost are questionable.

CRP effectiveness as a defense aqainst nuclear attack is
directly dependent upon voluntary state and local government
participation in FEMA programs. While state and local govern-

- ments in the FEMA regions we visited generally appear to be
cooperating with crisis relocation planning, many local

. government officials seem to have little interest in CRPs and do
not appear to be developing the operational procedures and
coordination needed to make these plans functional. FEMA also
does not monitor whether these functions are performed. For
these reasons it is unclear whether adequate participation will
materialize to make CRP effective.
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N: Many NACP program elements upon which the effectiveness of
CRP is dependent have yet to be funded or implemented. Inter-
dependent program elements, such as Emergency Instructions to
the Public, Shelter Marking, Shelter Stocking, and Crisis
Upgrade Planning, are unfunded and/or deterioratinq, although

. these may be essential to relocated population survival after a
nuclear attack. A decision to fund and implement essential pro-
gram elements for industrial and essential worker protection has
not yet been made, and it may increase the total 7-year plan
cost by as much as $6 billion.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Director of FEMA direct the FEMA
regions to monitor the degree to which local jurisdictions with
completed initial CRPs are refining CRPs and developing the
necessary operational procedures and coordination. FEMA couldA' thus better identify CRP implementation problems, better
evaluate the extent of local civil defense participation, and
direct limited resources to areas where they would be more
effectively used.

AGENCY COMMENTS

FEMA agreed with our recommendation and said it would
initiate actions to assess a jurisdiction's ability to implement
preparedness plans for both nuclear attack and natural and
technical hazards by stressing increased testing and exercise
programs.

ISSUES FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE

This chapter raises several issues that need to be con-
sidered by the Subcommittee in its oversight role over FEMA.
These issues are whether FEMA:

-- Should continue to emphasize the completion of CRPs for

counterforce and other less heavily populated risk areas,
.* or complete CRPs first for heavily populated urban risk

areas where CRPs have the greatest life saving potential.

-- Should select some representative risk and host areas
and complete all civil defense proqram elements there to
develop prototypes to (1) demonstrate program workability
and qenerate federal, state, and local funding and in-
terest for civil defense and (2) test civil defense con-
cepts and identify problems that might affect program
funding considerations.

FEMA said the issue of whether crisis relocation planninI
should be given a priority for large cities or counterforce
areas was rather moot since FEMA expects to complete all coun-
terforce area initial CRPs by the end of fiscal year 1983. (At
that time, FEMA actually completed 568 of the 716 required.)
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FEMA further stated that approaches to the issue of the need to
conduct evacuation planning for the larger cities would receive
priority attention as program planninq proceeds. We believe
FEMA's expectation of initial CRP completion for all counter-
force areas in fiscal year 1983 does not render this issue
moot. Both initial and enhanced CRPs must be completed before
current civil defense plans are complete. The determination of
whether priority will be given to full CRP completion for large
cities or counterforce areas will, therefore, still have a major
impact on which of these will first be able to develop and
implement an effective civil defense. Since the purpose of
civil defense is to protect the population, we believe program

- emphasis should be directed toward the urban areas where most of
the population resides.

-FEMA acknowledged the importance of developing completed
risk and host area prototypes, stating that exemplary projects
have been proposed and that these have been included in the
fiscal year 1984 budqet submission for the civil defense
program.

- ..,
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CHAPTER 3

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE EQUIPMENT HAS

BEEN IMPROVED, BUT MAJOR PROGRAM PROBLEMS REMAIN

The Radiological Defense (RADEF) program is a critical part
of FEMA's 7-year plan. This program is designed to provide the
information, equipment, and technical advice essential to pro-
tect the population from exposure to radiation that could occur
as the result of a nuclear attack. FEMA has made important -

strides toward the development of new, highly cost-effective -.

RADEF equipment. Current funding levels, however, are
inadequate to meet 7-year plan requirements, and major program
problems remain regarding FEMA determination of the number of
instrument sets needed, the accuracy of equipment cost and
production estimates, the status of current equipment stocks, -
and the adequacy of program staffing and implementation plans. .

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE IS tO
ESSENTIAL FOR POSTATTACK SURVIVAL

A nuclear attack upon the United States is likely to cause r[[
a phenomenon known as fallout. Since fallout is radioactive and

potentially lethal to life in areas well beyond those affected
by direct nuclear weapon effects, 1 postattack survival may be O
directly dependent on whether effective RADEF measures are
taken.

Fallout is the descent to earth of small irradiated
particles of earth and debris that are drawn up in the mushroom
cloud created when a nuclear weapon is detonated at ground
level. The distribution of fallout particles after a nuclear
attack depends on wind currents, weather conditions, and other
factors such as the nature, type, and deployment of the nuclear
weapons involved.

As the result of an all-out nuclear attack 2 on the United
States, some communities might get a heavy accumulation of

% fallout, while others--even in the same general area--miqht get
little or none. For example, some communities close to a
nuclear explosion might receive fallout within 15-30 minutes, .

Nuclear weapon direct effects include blast, intense heat and
light, high winds, and initial radiation.

6 2FEMA estimates such an attack might involve the delivery of

more than 4,000 nuclear warheads against various targets in the O
United States.
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while it might take 5-10 hours or more for the particles to
drift down on a community 100-200 miles away. The illustration
on page 23 shows what the effect of fallout miqht be from a

K'. 1-megaton warhead detonated on the U.S. Capitol. However, in

the event of an all-out attack, FEMA believes the Washinqton
metropolitan area might be hit by many warheads, thereby qreatly
increasing the amount of fallout that could occur in the areas
shown in the illustration. The illustration on page 24 shows

--0 fallout conditions that FEMA believes might occur as the result
V"._. of such an attack against the United States on a sprinq day.

The severity of fallout effects on individuals will vary
depending on the amount of exposure. The estimated effects over
a period of less than 1 week are shown by the followinq table.

Total exposure Visible effect

0-50R a No visible effects.

50-200R Brief periods of nausea on day of
exposure. About 50 percent of the
exposed people may experience
radiation sickness, 5 percent may
require medical attention, no deaths
expected.

200-450R Most persons will require medical

attention due to serious radiation

sickness. Approximately 50 percent
will die within 2 to 4 weeks.

450-600R Serious radiation sickness requirinq

medical attention. More than 50
percent will die within 1 to 3 weeks.

Over 600R Severe radiation sickness. Death
within 2 weeks.

aRadiation levels are measured in Roentqens(R), and exposure to

less than 200 Roentgens will probably not be fatal unless

coupled with other medical problems such as infections,
diseases, and injuries from blast or burns.
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FALLOUT PATTERN OF A I MEGATON WARHEAD DETONATED
ON THE U S CAPITOL BUILDING
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FEMA's RADEF program is designed to save the lives of the
millions of persons who would survive the direct effects of a
nuclear attack but might subsequently die from overexposure to
radiation. The program provides the skills, knowledge, informa-
tion, and guidance needed to minimize the effects of fallout.
This program also provides support as appropriate for emergency
response to peacetime nuclear accidents.

RADEF FUNDING INADEQUATE TO
MEET REQUIREMENTS

. fnCurrent funding of the RADEF portion of the 7-year plan is
inadequate for the implementation of the comprehensive civil de-
fense program envisioned by the 1982 national security decision

* directive on civil defense. Total RADEF costs in FEMA's 7-year
plan were projected to be $395.2 million between fiscal years

*1983 and 1989, with recurring annual costs of $28.1 million
thereafter. The table on the following page shows the program
elements and their projected costs.

The following table compares the funding requested by FEMA
to the amounts appropriated by the Congress for fiscal years
1982-84.

Program FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984
element Reuest Appro. Request Appro. Request Appr

(millions)

Equipment
Engineering $ 1i2 $1.0 $ 4.0 $ 1.4 S 2.0 S7.3a 9

Equipment
Procurement 2.0 1.6 R.6 1.4 6.0 a

Equipment
Logistical
Support 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3

Equipment Main-
tenance and
Calibration 4.3 4.0 6.3 4.6 5.0 a

Fallout Fore-
casting --

Radiological
Defense
Officer 2.0 1.3 9.0 2.3 6.0 3.0

Operational

Guidance .2 .2 .5 .3 .6 a

Total $10.0 $8.4 $28.9 $10.3 $19.q $10.3

aThese program elements were combined in the fiscal year iq84
appropriation for a total of $7.3 million. P

VI.
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Elements of RADEF

Proposed program costs
Total _Fstimated
cost annual cost

Program element Description of goals FY 1983-89 after FY 1999

(million)

Equipment Provide enqineerinq S 28.000 S 3.000
Engineering services required for

the development, Pro-
duction, maintenance,
and improvement of
RADEF emerqency
response systems.

Equipment Obtain the RADEF 230.600 6.q00
Procurement equipment required

for nuclear prepared-
ness.

Equipment Provide for all RADEF 5.035 0.700Logistical inventory and control
Support systems, including

receiving, inspect-
inq, testing, modify-
inq, storage, and
redistribution.

Equipment RADEF equipment main- 48.950 7.000
Maintenance tenance and calibra-
& Calibration tion nationwide, in

conjunction with
6 state and local RADEFsupport systems.

Fallout Obtain upper wind 0.070 .010
Forecasting data for use in pre-

dictinq areas likely

to be covered by
fallout and the ap-
proximate fallout
arrival times.

Radiological Develop operational 75.000 10.000
Defense plans and procedures
Officer (RDO) for RADEF support
Program capabilities/and

the radiological ex-
pertise required in
state and local
emergency operations.

Operational Provide technical 4.925 .500
Guidance manuals, handbooks,

and guidance neces-
sary so that effec-
tive emergency opera-
tions can be carried
out.

Total ;392.580 S28.110
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FEMA officials said this program is severely limited by the
current level of staffing and other resources. At the appro-
priated levels of funding, it appears that full implementation
of the planned RADEF program could take well over 25 years.

.0
FEMA HAS DEVELOPED IMPROVED
INSTRUMENTS, BUT THE NUMBER
NEEDED AND THEIR ACTUAL COST
ARE QUESTIONABLE

Radiological instruments provide the only practical means
of determining the level of radiation occurring as the result of
a nuclear attack. FEMA has made significant strides toward the
development of new highly effective equipment that will enable
people to determine when it is safe to leave protective shelters
after a nuclear attack. Problems remain, however, in regard to
FEMA's determination of the number of instruments actually
needed, and its ability to achieve the additional technological
breakthroughs needed to produce this equipment and to meet
production time frame requirements. All of these factors are
likely to have a major impact on program cost.

FEMA has made significant
strides in instrument improvement

FEMA plans to develop two basic types of instrument sets:
(1) shelter sets and (2) postattack recovery sets. Each shelter
set is resently planned to contain two dosimeters, 3 one rate-
meter, and one charger. 5 The postattack recovery sets will W
be identical to the shelter sets except they will contain a more
complex ratemeter. 6

3A dosimeter is used to measure accumulated exposure to
radiation. It is used together with a ratemeter to determine
and verify the protective value of a shelter. Both are small
enough in design to be used by one designated individual to
measure radiation in the shelter and outside when the radiation
level drops sufficiently.

4A ratemeter indicates the rate of exposure to radiation, in
Roentgens per hour.

5A charger is a small generator designed to renew a ratemeter's
electric charge.

6The ratemeter (or survey meter) FEMA intends to place in
postattack recovery sets does not require the simultaneous use
of a time piece as does the ratemeter planned for the shelter
sets. FEMA wants each postattack recovery set to contain this
type of ratemeter so that readings can be taken quickly, thus

reducing the risk of overexposure to postattack recovery
workers.
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The design of the new dosimeters and ratemeters for these
sets was completed under a cooperative effort funded jointly by
FEMA and the Army and Navy. As of June 1982, the development
cost totaled $1.27 million, with FEMA contributing 53 percent
and the Army and Navy contributing the other 47 percent of this
amount. The new instruments FEMA plans to develop are much
improved over the current 1960's vintage equipment and are
potentially much less expensive. FEMA believes it can
eventually procure the new shelter and postattack recovery sets
for from $30 to $40 each. Sets with similar capabilities
purchased in the early 1960s then cost S55 each, and FEMA's
current cost for an improved ratemeter alone is about $150.
FEMA thus appears to be working effectively with other federal
agencies toward the development of improved, low cost RADEF
equipment.

Planned RADEF instrument
production will not meet needs

A 1979 study performed for FEMA by the Department of
Energy's Oak Ridge National Laboratories recommended the produc-
tion of 10 million sets for population protection. This esti-
mate allowed for the distribution of sets to an estimated 20
million people living in rural areas where larqer qroup shelters
are impractical. FEMA's 7-year plan called for a total of 7
million equipment sets to be purchased. FEMA's reduction of the
number of sets needed to 7 million was achieved in part by a
decision not to produce sets for these people. The current
RADEF equipment procurement plan for population protection calls
for only 5.5 million sets due to budget constraints and the
present status of the technology needed to produce these sets.
Therefore, FEMA's plan may have a shortfall of from 1.5 million
to 4.5 million sets, depending on the method of need estimation
used.

Equipment cost estimate accuracy
is dependent on technological
breakthroughs

FEMA's production cost estimate range of $30 to S40 a set
is based primarily on the realization of additional future tech-
noloqical breakthroughs in instrument design that will reduce
current costs. The current estimated production cost is about
$100 a set. Actual set cost will have to be reduced to an aver-
age of less than $42 a set to produce 4 million sets durinq
fiscal years 1988 and 1989 for a total cost of $168.14 million
as is currently planned. This does not include costs for other

*! necessary procurements such as batteries, cartons, expendable
items, and selected repair parts for existing equipment. During
fiscal year 1982, FEMA reduced the number of sets to be procured
in fiscal years 1988 and 1989 from 5.5 million to 4 million in
order to keep projected production costs within the $168.14 mil-
lion estimate. Program costs and instrument production levels
are thus heavily dependent upon the realization of additional
technical breakthroughs and may need further revision.
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Equipment production costs are likely to increase

The William Langer Jewel Ball Bearinq Plant, a federally
owned facility located in Rolla, North Dakota, is curently bein[
fitted to pilot produce the new RADEF equipment sets. PFMA
plans to procure 2 million sets in both fiscal years 1988 and
1989, with pilot production and mass production monitoring
performed by Lanqer and mass production performed by the private
sector. Current FEMA set cost estimates are based on Lanqer
production costs. However, knowledqeable FEMA officials said
set production costs at Lanqer are about S20 per set lower than
commercial market costs because it is a federally owned facility
and employs less expensive labor comprised mostly of American
Indians from a nearby reservation. Contractinq out for
commercial mass production and assembly may therefore increase
proqram costs by at least $40 million for production alone in
fiscal years 1988 and 1989.

In commentinq on this report, FEMA acknowledqed that set -
production cost estimates are subject to chanqe and said that
these estimates would depend upon whether technoloqical
breakthrouqhs are achieved, the production standards developed
by Lanqer, and prevalent commercial labor and overhead rates.

EQUIPMENT INVENTORY PROBLEMS

Most of the RADEF equipment sets oriqinally procured durinq '

the 1960s and still in inventory are planned for nonshelter
uses, such as police, fire, and emerqency operatinq center
activities. FEMA is presently refurbishinq this equipment at
federally funded maintenance and calibration facilities. These
instruments are then returned to local bulk storaqe facilities
in the states. In the states we visited, either equipment
inventories, stock levels, deployment plans, or a combination of
the aforementioned were inadequate.

FEMA reqions collect instrument inventory data from the
various states and submit it to FEMA headquarters in Washinqton,

D.C. But FEMA reqional personnel responsible for this function
stated that the current records are inaccurate in some states
and that FEMA resources were inadequate to properly monitor
state equipment maintenance and control procedures. Without
accurate data, PEMA cannot determine with certainty how many
instruments exist or how many are needed, nor can it adequately
maintain current stock levels. •

FEMA officials in the four regions we visited told us that
state equipment stocks were inadequate to meet needs and that
inventory control and maintenance varied from state to state.
Radiological equipment stock levels, inventory procedures, de-
ployment plans, or a combination of these were inadequate in the O
six states where we reviewed radioloqical equipment storage.
For example, in New Hampshire, we found that state officials did
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not know where all the state's instruments were located or how
many had been lost, stolen, vandalized, or deteriorated beyond

repair. This state had not performed a complete physical inven-
tory of instruments for at least 5 years, and a 1981 inventory
of one type of instrument could locate only 700 of the 1,492 re-
corded as on hand. Only two of the states we visited had equip-
ment distribution plans for use in the event of a nuclear at- b
tack, and these had never held an exercise to test these plans.

STAFFING PROBLEMS MAY
INHIBIT PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The 7-year plan calls for RADEF program implementation
through a cadre of RDOs and other RADEF staff employed by the
states but funded by FEMA. Progress in program implementation,
however, is being limited by problems with hiring staff and
cadre training and deployment.

Hiring in states is behind
schedule and encountering difficulties

FEMA plans to implement the RADEF program element through a
federally funded cadre of 254 RDOs--52 state RDOs and 202
assistant state RDOs--who constitute the technical managers of
the proposed system. These RDOs are hired by the individual
states and are responsible for

-- recruiting and training approximately 22,000 volunteer
RDOs;

--developing and laying the qroundwork for statewide RADEF
systems;

--developing RADEF support systems at the state and state
area 7 levels;

--assisting local governments in developing RADEF support
systems that fit the needs of states and localities; and

-- testing, exercising, and continually updating all RADEF
support systems, including procedures for distribution of
instruments.

7A state area is a grouping of local jurisdictions within a
state.
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Following a nuclear attack, the RDO will advise and assist
shelter radiological monitors 8, as well as state and local
officials. The RDOs also provide the technical analyses needed
for RADEF support of postattack recovery operations.

FEMA planned to hire all 52 state RDOs during fiscal year
1982, but budget cuts limited hiring to 19 state RDOs during
this fiscal year, bringing the total existing at fiscal year end
to 37. No assistant state RDOs were hired during fiscal year
1982. FEMA now plans to hire the remaining 15 state RDOs durinq
fiscal year 1983 and all assistant state RDOs in future fiscal
years. State officials we interviewed said that problems such
as state hiring freezes, administrative delays, and high FEMA
RDO qualification standards are also limiting RDO hiring. For
example, at the time of our audit, some of the states we visited
had hiring freezes and the civil service systems of others

.--. required 7 to 8 months to establish RDO positions. FEMA also
requires that all RDOs meet the minimum requirements for a
health physicist, but state salary structures frequently
discourage application for these positions by qualified
individuals. One FEMA official said, however, that hiring was a

* - problem due more to the way RDO position descriptions were
written rather than because position qualifications were too

. high.

Most of the state civil defense officials we interviewed
said that unless these problems are resolved, their states
might be unable to hire the RDOs planned regardless of the level
of FEMA funding. Further, some of these officials said that
they were hesitant to hire the number of RDOs planned because
there was no assurance that FEMA RDO funding would not be
reduced, thus leaving the states with employees who would have
to be terminated.

Cadre training systems
need improvement

FEMA's plans for the implementation of an effective RADEF
program are based on a "cascade" training system concept. RDOs
are to be trained by the FEMA Emergency Management Institute at
Emmitsburg, Maryland. They, in turn, are expected to train
lower levels of staff in their states, who will then train still
lower levels. In this manner, FEMA plans to eventually have
also trained

8 Radiological monitors are individuals trained to operate RADEF
instruments that determine the level of radiation present after
a nuclear attack. They are mostly local government officials
or volunteers.
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--22,000 part-time RDOs,

--625,000 radiological monitors, and

--7,500 radiological monitor instructors.

During a crisis period, FEMA plans to train most of an addi-
tional 1.5 million shelter radiological monitors and several
million additional radiation monitors for the postshelter
period.

RADEF cadre training may also be affected by outdated RADEF
guidance and training materials. During fiscal year 1981, FEMA
revised and published a Guide for the Design and Development of
Local Radiological Defense Support Systems (Civil Preparedness
Guide 1-30). During fiscal year 1983, FEMA published a handbook
for radiological monitors assigned to shelters, and it plans to
develop another guide for radiological monitors assigned to
emergency service and vital facilities in fiscal year 1984.
However, much FEMA RADEF guidance remains outdated and needs
revision. For example, text materials currently being used to
train RDOs at the Emergency Management Institute are outdated
and will not be replaced with updated material until at least
fiscal year 1984. FEMA is attempting to compensate for outdated
course materials through instructor knowledge rather than
delaying this training.

We believe the effectiveness of the cascade training system
envisioned by FEMA to be questionable. FEMA has no central sys-
tem to record the training received by individuals and has lost
most of its records indicating the RADEF courses provided and

* - who attended them prior to fiscal year 1980. Consequently, FEMA
cannot determine the current location, status, capabilities, or
assignments of these individuals. Effective implementation of
any RADEF program elements based on performance by these
individuals is, therefore, dependent on individual state records
systems. We did not review the adequacy of these systems, and
FEMA officials were unsure of their status. FEMA needs to
develop a system for collecting and storing this information.
Without it, FEMA can neither accurately determine RADEF program
status and implementation capabilities nor develop realistic
budget estimates for training needs.

CONCLUSIONS

An effective RADEF is likely to be essential for the post-
nuclear attack survival of large segments of the U.S. popula-
tion. However, FEMA will be unable to meet the requirements of
its 7-year plan by fiscal year 1989 at current fundinq levels.
FEMA has made significant strides toward the development of
highly effective, low cost RADEF instruments. But the planned
level of instrument production may not meet actual needs.
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Current RADEF instrument production costs are based mostly on
the judgment of FEMA officials and are heavily dependent upon
yet to be achieved technological breakthroughs and the future
acquisition of low cost commercial contracts for equipment set
production. RADEF equipment cost estimates are, therefore,
likely to be understated by millions of dollars if FEMA's 7-year

- plan is to be completed within the required time frames. Equip-
ment plans and costs in some states may be further affected by
problems with the accuracy of existing equipment inventories and
the adequacy of equipment distribution plans.

RADEF staffing plans are behind schedule and encounterinq
hiring problems. RADEF traininq materials are outdated and in
need of revision, and FEMA needs to establish a central system
to record the status, location, and training of individuals who
attend FEMA training courses at the Emergency Management
Institute.

We, therefore, believe that RADEF program costs shown in
FEMA's 7-year plan are questionable and are likely to increase
and that FEMA RADEF equipment inventory and training operations
need program improvement.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Director of FEMA:

--Direct FEMA reqional officials to review reported RADEF
equipment stock levels for accuracy and shortaqes so that
current stock levels can be determined and equipment
needs more accurately identified.

-- Direct FEMA regional officials to review the adequacy of
state RADEF equipment distribution plans and exercises so
that the ability of the states to use federally funded
RADEF equipment can be determined.

--Update RADEF guidance and course material so that
radiologial defense officers can more readily obtain
current FEMA policy guidance and receive training that
more accurately depicts and prepares them for the
conditions likely to be experienced in a nuclear attack.

-- Develop a central information system for determininq the
status, location, and traininq needs of individuals re-
ceiving training for RADEF program implementation. Such
a system is needed so that PEMA can evaluate U.S. ability
to implement RADEF training and support that would be
needed in the event of a nuclear attack, and develop more
accurate RADEF program cost estimates and plans.

AGENCY COMMENTS

FEMA agreed with our recommendations in this chapter. T-t
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CHAPTER 4

DIRECTION AND CONTROL PROGRAMS

CONTAIN MANY DEFICIENCIES AND UNKNOWNS

The direction and control of emergency operations is
essential to the implementation of U.S. civil defense plans for
crisis relocation and postattack recovery. FEMA Direction andh.-; Control programs have suffered from low staffing and funding

levels, and state and local government direction and control
systems, such as emergency operating centers and protected
broadcast stations, are often inadequate and deteriorating.
FEMA's 7-year plan calls for both upgrading existing systems and
developing new direction and control systems. However, the pro-

-- posed FEMA direction and control programs we reviewed do not
have clear plans or sufficient guidance, have inadequate program

S... monitoring, and are based upon questionable cost estimates. The
-. .. implementation of these plans will also depend upon whether

significant increases in state and local participation in these
programs occur.

ADEQUATE DIRECTION AND
CONTROL IS ESSENTIAL

To implement a CRP before a nuclear attack would require
that up to 145 million people be evacuated and relocated over a
several day period. Current plans indicate that government of-

. ficials would warn the public of the need for evacuation and
provide information such as where to go, what to do, and how to
protect themselves. State and local officials would need to
control traffic movement, direct evacuees to designated
shelters, and identify and allocate community resources during a
nuclear attack crisis. After an attack, state and local

-1 . officials would need to direct recovery activities, such as
assessing damage, maintaining civil order, restoring utilities
and communications, distributing remaining resources, and in
general, supervising the resumption of basic services. Without
effective direction and control, the evacuation of high risk
area populations could be haphazard, resulting in increased
casualty levels, civil disorder, and a much longer postattack
recovery.

-. '-, FEMA DIRECTION AND CONTROL
PROGRAMS FUNDING

FEMA proposes to spend a total of $658.54 million for its
direction and control programs between fiscal years 1983 and
1989. Thereafter, the plan calls for an annual recurring pro-
gram cost of $45.86 million. The following table lists
direction control programs and their projected costs as shown in

.* FEMA's 7-year plan.
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Proposed program costs
Total Annually

Program description FY 1983-89 after FY lqS9

(millions)

Emergency Operating Center (EOC)
program provides technical and
operational guidance and up to
50 percent matching funds for
upgrading and developing new
state and local EOCs. $360.90 $13.20

Broadcast Station Protection Program
(BSPP) provides 100 percent federal
funding for the acquisition and
installation of facilities and equip-
ment that protect selected broadcast
stations against the effects of
nuclear weapons. 139.49 6.50

J"%

Supporting Materials program provides
up to 50 percent matching funding for
the acquisition and installation of
state and local communications and
warning systems. 85.91 15.70

Maintenance and Services program pro-
vides up to 50 percent matching
funding for annually recurring
maintenance and replacement costs
of EOC operating center equipment
and facility components, as well
as for other eligible existing
communications and warning systems. 62.15 9.70

Other programs concerning activities
such as damage assessment and research
and development. 10.09 0.76

Total $658.54 $45.86

The Congress appropriated less than a third of FEMA's fis-

cal year 1983 budget request for direction and control programs,
or about the same as was appropriated for these programs in fis-
cal year 1982. The following table shows the amounts requested
and appropriated for direction and control programs since fiscal
year 1982.
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FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984
Program Request Appr. Request Appr. Request Ar."

(millions)

EOC $6.5 $6.5 $14.9 $6.1 $17.4 $10.6

BSPP 3.4 2.6 9.9 1.5 3.8 2.1

. Supporting
Materials 4.5 3.5 9.0 3.0 6.5 3.7a

*Maintenance
& Services 2.3 2.3 7.7 3.0 4.0 a

- - Total $16.7 $14.9 $41.5 $13.6 $31.7 $16.4

aThe Supporting Materials and Maintenance and Services Programs were

combined in the fiscal year 1984 appropriations for a total of $3.7
million.

According to FEMA, direction and control appropriations are
inadequate to maintain the existing systems or to make any mean-
ingful start toward implementing FEMA's 7-year plan. We
reviewed EOC program and BSPP costs and effectiveness, since
together these programs comprise 76 percent of the total fiscal
year 1983-89 direction and control costs in the plan. We found
that the current EOC system is inadequate and that effective EOC
development will require increased levels of state and local
participation. FEMA's plans for EOC and BSPP systems develop-
ment and its monitoring of direction and control programs need
improvement.

THE CURRENT EOC SYSTEM IS INADEQUATE

EOCs are the most critical element for establishing state
and local direction and control capability. They are supposed
to be protected facilities that will serve as command posts for
the state, local, and selected non-governmental officials who
are charged with directing and controlling the governmental
response to major emergencies, such as a nuclear attack. EOCs S
are most often located in existing police stations or other
public service facilities. However, only 350 of 3,063 state and
local EOCs meet all existing FEMA standards, and most local
governments do n. .t conduct adequate direction and control
exercises. p
Few EOCs meet FEMA standards

FEMA publications CPG 1-5, Standards for Local Civil Pre-
paredness: CPG 1-5B, Local Program Status Handbook; and CPG 1-3,
Federal Assistance Handbook establish standards to be met by
state and local EOCs to obtain federal funding. These standards

* also serve as criteria for evaluating FOC capability to sustain
effective operations during a nuclear attack crisis.
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For example, qualified EOCs must have radioactive fallout
protection; an emergency generator; a 14-day fuel supply; and
adequate ventilation, sanitation, and water. In addition, FEMA
standards require EOCs to have radio communications links with
services such as police, fire, and public works units.

FEMA's latest Program Status Report 1 indicates that few
EOCs meet all FEMA standards. The following table shows the
number and percentage of state EOCs, state area EOCs, and local
EOCs located in the United States, Puerto Rico, and U.S.
territories that are considered fully capable of post nuclear

*. attack operations.

Meeting
FEMA Percentage meetinq

EOC type Existing standards FEMA standards

State 50 a 10 20
State area 98 b 0 0
Local 2,915 340 12

Total 3,063 350 11

alncludes major EOCs located in Puerto Rico and U.S.
territories.

bState area EOCs are used to coordinate emergency activities
among selected jurisdictions within a state and can act as
alternates for the state EOC.

According to the report, 2,713 of the 3,063 existing EOCs appear
to have deficiencies that might render them of limited use
during a nuclear attack. FEMA noted, however, that some of
these EOCs have been used effectively in natural disasters and
other peacetime emergencies.

Generally, EOCs of all types tended to have the most
difficulty meeting FEMA communications standards. Nearly all
EOCs are potentially susceptible to total communications failure
during a nuclear attack because very few have been protected
from electromagnetic pulse (EMP), a sudden electrical power
surge that can occur over large areas after a nuclear explosion
and that may totally disable communications equipment. We noted
that FEMA does not require EMP protection for EOCs to be
considered fully capable, and that only 34 state, no state area,
and 76 local EOCs presently have this protection. Also, most

1The Program Status Report is FEMA's primary status report for
direction and control programs. This report was last updated
in fiscal year 1981 and is further discussed on pages 39 and

'S. 47.
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state EOCs are located in hiqh risk areas and, according to a
1980 FEMA study, would not survive if these areas were attacked.

FEMA, therefore, appears to have made little progress in
EOC development beyond that identified in our 1977 report on
civil defense. According to FEMA, state, and local officials,
this is primarily due to (1) insufficient federal funding and
(2) inadequate matching funds and program interest on the part
of many state and local governments.

Many local governments
S.do not exercise direction

and control plans

Local qovernments must develop an overall civil defense
operations plan to meet FEMA preparedness standards. This plan
addresses the basic emergency operating capability of a
jurisdiction and includes annexes on direction and control,

" * warning, and emergency public information procedures. FEMA
guidance specifies that direction and control systems must be
tested and exercised at least once every 2 years. While most
local governments with civil defense organizations have
prepared the basic operation plan and completed direction and
control annexes, only slightly more than half have been
exercised recently.

FEMA's fiscal year 1981 Proqram Status Report indicated
that of the 5,633 local jurisdictions reporting civil defense
activity, 5,047, or 90 percent, have general civil defense
plans; and 3,867, or 77 percent, of these have completed
direction and control procedures. However, only 2,704 (54
percent) of the local governments with these plans have
exercised them since 1978.

We could not determine how many local governments have pre-
pared civil defense plans or conducted exercises during fiscal
year 1982 because FEMA has suspended the use of the Proqram
Status Report and no longer collects this data. This occurred
due to a Office of Management and Budget decision in fiscal year

"-* 1981 that the report imposed an undue burden on state and local
governments and directed FEMA to suspend its use.

FEMA'S PLANS FOR EOC SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT NEED IMPROVEMENT

FEMA plans to develop a national network of state, state
O area, and local EOCs by fiscal year 1989. However, as of April

1983, FEMA had not accurately determined the number and location
of state area and local EOCs actually needed. Therefore, FEMA's
estimated cost of $360.9 million for a national EOC network is
questionable. In addition, much of FEMA's guidance affecting
EOC development is outdated and is in need of improvement.

O Ongoing FEMA actions are attemptinq to address these problems.
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FEMA needs to better
determine the number and
location of EOCs needed

FEMA's plans call for a total of 5,828 EOCs--218 state and
state area EOCs and 5,610 local EOCs. FEMA estimated the total
number of EOCs needed primarily by totaling EOC needs as re-
ported by state and local governments in the fiscal year 1981
Program Status Report. Therefore, FEMA's estimate was more a
reflection of individual state and local willingness to develop
and partially fund EOCs rather than a determination of what was
needed for an effective national EOC network, as called for by
FEMA's 7-year plan.

This appears to have resulted in an erratic pattern of
state area EOC requirements. Only 35 of the 50 states identi-
fied any state area EOC requirements, and these ranged from 1 to
19 facilities per state. FEMA officials stated that the number
and distribution pattern of state area EOCs were questionable
and needed reevaluation.

FEMA similarly determined that 5,610 local EOCs were needed
by totaling the number of local governments reporting the
existence of a civil defense organization. This method of
determining the number of local EOCs needed does not adequately
consider population, local civil defense capability and
resources, risk, need, or CRP requirements and status. Local
jurisdiction civil defense organization capabilities vary
widely, with some having fully capable EOCs and full-time staff,

. while others have only untrained volunteer staff with almost no
plans, equipment, or facilities. Furthermore, since FEMA's

-. civil defense plans are based on the crisis relocation concept,
CRP requirements should influence any FEMA determination of the
number and location of local EOCs planned for federal funding
assistance.

FEMA is reevaluating EOC requirements as part of an ongoing
program assessment. During fiscal year 1983, FEMA contracted
for a study of EOC requirements to reevaluate the number and
location of state area and local EOCs needed and to identify
potential alternatives for the current EOC plan. Since this
study may take up to a year to complete, FEMA may not be able to
begin implementing program improvements based on this study
before mid fiscal year 1984.

EOC cost estimates are questionable

FEMA's 7-year plan estimates that upgrading and developing
a national system of 5,828 EOCs will cost $360.9 million in
federal matching funds. We found that these cost estimates are

* "questionable and subject to change. FEMA officials acknowledged
that in developing EOC cost estimates, FEMA overestimated cur-
rent EOC status and capabilities, did not include costs for the
mobile command center systems being recommended by FEMA for
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augmenting EOC capability, and underestimated the average EOC
size and capability needed. We noted that initial EOC project
matching fund cost estimates that states submitted to FEMA in
fiscal year 1982 averaged $141,457 per project compared to
FEMA's overall 7-year plan averaqe EOC development project

* matching fund cost estimate of $65,570. Furthermore, EOC
development project costs will be directly affected by any
changes in FEMA's determination of how many EOCs are needed. We
did not attempt to develop an independent estimate of EOC
development project costs because FEMA's EOC cost estimate
procedures allow considerable latitude, many EOC requirements
are unclear, and FEMA presently plans to reevaluate the total
number, types, and costs of EOCs needed.

FEMA's civil defense policy
guidance is outdated and
needs improvement

One of FEMA's principal responsibilities is to provide
- civil defense policy guidance to state and local governments.

This guidance should be current and realistic, and it should
help to maintain effective civil defense programs. Our 1977 re-
port noted that much civil defense proqram quidance was
outdated. Although FEMA has had efforts underway to improve and
update guidance, much of it still remains outdated. For
example,

-- The National Plan is supposed to provide basic guidance
and general policies to all governmental levels for use
in developing their own operational civil defense plans.
This plan is badly outdated, having been last issued in
1964 by the Office of Emergency Planning, a FEMA prede-
cessor. Another predecessor, the Federal Preparedness

*" Agency, was attempting to update this plan durinq our
1977 review of the civil defense program. In 1980 FEMA
decided to revise the National Plan to reflect current
policy changes in federal reorqanizations and FEMA's ex-
panded mission. The new plan was intended for use at all
levels of qovernment as a single source of official in-
formation on all aspects of civil emerqency preparedness
and operations. FEMA still had not revised the National
Plan as of June 1983.

--The manual for the development of emergency operatingi
centers (MP-38) was last published in 1966 by the Depart-
ment of Defense's Office of Civil Defense, a FEMA prede-
cessor. FEMA officials said that this manual is
generally defunct and needs revision. It does not
adequately address, for example, current ROC policy on
such critical areas as required levels of fallout protec-
tion and protection from EMP. FEMA has been attemptinq

*: to revise this manual since 1981, but does not expect to -O
complete these revisions until at least fiscal year 1984.
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-- The existing manual for emergency communications was last
issued by the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, another
FEMA predecessor, in 1977. According to a responsible
FEMA official, this document is now obsolete and defunct,
and it lacks adequate detail. FEMA beqan revisinq this
guidance durinq fiscal year 1982 and expects to produce a
completed revision subsequent to the conclusion of a
communications study presently scheduled to be completed
in fiscal year 1983.

FEMA's slowness in providing updated guidance to states and
localities adversely affects the implementation of a civil de-
fense program. Federal, state, and local officials said that
outdated guidance, along with continual FEMA reorganizations and
program changes, tends to discourage civil defense program
participation and reinforces beliefs that this program is
ineffective and should be given a low priority.

EFFECTIVE EOC DEVELOPMENT
WILL REQUIRE INCREASED LEVELS
OF STATE AND LOCAL PARTICIPATION

The Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950 made federal, state,
and local governments jointly responsible for civil defense.
Our 1977 report noted that this joint responsibility has a dual
effect--while it involved all levels of government in civil de-
fense efforts, it also weakened the pro cam due to state and
local government disagreement and disinterest in nationally set
goals and the low funding priority given civil defense at the
federal level. Because the federal government can only encour-
age, not mandate, state and local participation, a major factor
determining the success of FEMA's civil defense program will be
whether enough state and local participation and fundinq will
materialize to make the program effective. We found that cur-
rent state and local EOC development plans are tentative and do
not meet current national EOC network needs. Other FOC develop-
ment and participation problems also remain.

Few EOC projects are planned

FEMA first requested the states to submit EOC development
plans during fiscal year 1981. These plans were intended to in-
dicate the state and local EOC projects anticipated during the
fiscal year 1982-89 period. However, few of the submitted plans
addressed EOC projects planned for fiscal year 1985 or beyond.
The fiscal year 1982 state EOC development plans showed the num-
ber of state-planned EOCs to be substantially fewer than the
number needed to meet FEMA 7-year plan requirements. While

FEMA's 1981 Program Status Report indicated that 46 state EOC
and 165 state area EOCs needed establishing or upgrading, the
state EOC development plans identified only 31 state and 79

state area planned EOC projects. FEMA places a high priority on
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the funding and development of state and state area EOCs.
However, only 5 of the 15 states with vulnerable state EOCs and
no alternate facilities presently plan to develop any. More- S
over, while FEMA's 7-year plan identifies the need for 5,293 new
or upgraded local EOCs, only a total of R82 projects had been
planned as of January 1983.

FEMA officials noted that factors adversely affecting state
and local EOC development included concerns about inconsistent
federal funding (federal EOC program funds were not available
during fiscal years 1979 and 1980) and FEMA's inability to
coordinate the availability of EOC funds with state and local

" budget cycles.

The state EOC development plans also contain many projects
that are tentative. State and FEMA officials told us these
plans do not necessarily reflect EOC development activity that
will actually take place because the states had limited time to
prepare the initial EOC development plans, and neither the
states nor FEMA were able to sufficiently review and verify
these projects. Consequently, some states may not be able to I.
perform all the EOC projects listed in their plans. FEMA offi-
cials told us that because of increased state experience with
these plans and recent FEMA policy changes, the plans submitted
by the states in fiscal year 1983 were much improved. We did
not review these plans because they were not available at the
time we concluded our audit field work in January 1983.

EOC development programs
suffer from lack of local
funding and interest

Most of the state officials we interviewed said that EOC
development is being severely limited by state and local govern-
ments' inability to meet matching fund requirements and/or by a
general lack of interest in civil defense.

State and local EOC funding requests exceeded the $2.9 mil-
lion matching funds available from FEMA in fiscal year 1981 and
the $6.5 million available in fiscal year 1982. However, this

. level of funding is inadequate for the development of the
Z" nationwide system of EOCs envisioned by FEMA's plan.

FEMA and state officials all stated that civil defense
tended to receive limited interest and a low funding priority at
state and local levels, especially for expensive projects that

have limited peacetime use, such as fallout protection, large
stocks of emergency food and water, and survivable communica-
tions equipment. FEMA Region I, in particular, appears to be
facing severe program interest and matching fund problems. For
example, the FEMA Region I EOC development plan gave top
priority to establishing a state EOC in both Vermont and New
Hampshire, but the legislatures of these states have so far
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refused to fund these projects. While only 22 of the 403
existing local EOCs in Region I meet all FEMA standards, the
fiscal year 1982 EOC development plans for Region I indicate
only 25 local EOC development projects are planned for the
fiscal year 1982-86 period. Also, FEMA could only expend $220
of the $40,000 it had designated for Region I fiscal year 1982
EOC development activities and had to redistribute the excess
funds to other regions. In FEMA Region X, an Oregon official
told us that while the state had identified critical EOC pro-
jects with a total estimated cost of $1.26 million, state and
local governments have been unable to meet the matching fund re-
quirements. In FEMA Region IX, California officials said that
several of the state's most critical host areas are not develop-
ing EOCs because the local governments lack the required
funding. Some state officials told us that they were reluctant
to promote and fund civil defense projects because they believed
that federal commitment and funding for civil defense were
questionable.

Furthermore, according to some FEMA and state officials,
because EOCs can be funded only where state and local govern-
ments have both the required matching funds and interest, there
is little control over where EOCs are developed. Regional de-
velopment is, therefore, sometimes determined more by local in-
terest than by FEMA priorities, and sometimes the two do not
coincide. State emergency officials said, for example, that the
less heavily populated host areas, where EOCs are most needed to
support CRP, tend to be the least able to provide matching funds
and have fewer existing emergency resources. EOC development in
some of these areas may not be feasible without increased pro-
portional levels of federal funding, which is presently limited
to only matching funds by the Civil Defense Act of 1950, as

. amended. We proposed changes to federal matching funds require-
ments in a 1980 report. 2

FEMA'S BSPP NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

During and following a nuclear attack, the public would
need information concerning where to go, what to do, and how to
protect themselves. The BSPP is designed to protect selected
commercial broadcast stations from nuclear weapon effects so
that the public can continue to receive emergency instructions
and information. Commercial radio and television stations
participating in the BSPP are selected from the more than 9,000
stations participating in the Emergency Broadcast System. FEMA
provides BSPP stations with 100 percent federal funding to de-
velop a protected area within a broadcast station and to acquire
adequate emergency equipment to operate in a radioactive fallout
environment.

2Our report entitled Proposed Changes in Federal Matching and
Maintenance of Effort Requirements for State and Local
Governments (GAO/GGD 81-7, Dec. 23, 1980) recommended thatmatching requirements be used more sparingly, especially where •national security interests are involved.
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We reviewf-, PEMA's plans for developing the RSPP under the
7-year plan and visited 11 selected stations participatinq in
the program. We found BSPP plans regarding the number of sta-
tions needed and estimated costs to be questionable. All of the
stations we visited also had deficiencies that might render them
of little use in the event of a nuclear attack.

FEMA needs to better determine
number of BSPP stations needed

FEMA's BSPP objective is to protect 2,771 stations to en-
able their continued operation after a nuclear attack. This
number is based on the estimated need for one RSPP station for
each host area. At the beginning of fiscal year 1983, FEMA had
fully protected 607 stations, leaving a total of 2,164 to be
completed under the plan between fiscal years 1983 and 1989.

FEMA needs to perform a better analysis of the number ofBSPP stations needed and their location. The number of BSPP

stations selected should be based on factors such as the broad- P
cast area coverage capabilities of the stations involved, in-
stead of allotting one per host area. FEMA officials acknowl-
edged the need for this type of assessment. The Department of
Defense Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center is pre-
paring information for FEMA regarding BSPP station coverage
capabilities, which could result in a change in the number of
BSPP stations required. FEMA's current projection for needed
BSPP stations is therefore questionable, and cost estimates for
these stations in FEMA's plan could change accordingly.

BSPP stations appear unable
to function in the event
of nuclear attack

Commercial broadcast stations participatinq in the RSPP are
expected to continue emergency operations for a period of up to
14 consecutive days under radioactive fallout conditions that
might occur as the result of a nuclear attack. The BSPP pro-
vides federal funding for fallout protection, emergency qener-
ators, two-way radio communications, EMP protection, and pro-

* qramming equipment such as emergency turntables and microphones.
FEMA expects the stations to provide other needed items, such as
a 14-day supply of food, fuel, and water, as well as a nuclear

*attack standard operating procedure and radiological monitoring
equipment that can be obtained from state civil defense
organizations.

We visited 11 protected BSPP stations located in the
District of Columbia, Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania to
determine their preparedness to perform postnuclear attack

4i operations. We found that all of these stations had the neces-
sary programming equipment and emergency generators, but:
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-- None had EMP protection.
0

-- None had a 14-day supply of food and water.

-- Ten did not have a nuclear attack standard operating pro-

cedure.

-- Five did not have radiological monitoring devices.

--Four did not have an adequate fallout shelter.

--Three did not have an adequate fuel supply for the
emergency generator.

--Three did not have dedicated two-way radio communication
links with a nearby EOC.

We doubt that these stations could conduct effective operations
after a nuclear attack under these conditions.

FEMA needs to issue BSPP
policy guidance

One of FEMA's principal responsibilities is to provide
emergency preparedness policy guidance. However, as of January
1983, FEMA still had not issued formal policy guidance for the
BSPP. Most of the existing guidance, issued by FEMA predeces-
sors as far back as the 1960s, does not address the BSPP as
such. Many problems with the BSPP have occurred due to the lack
of a coherent, detailed set of procedures that explain what the
program does, how it functions, and how it interacts with other
civil defense programs. For example,. there are no instructions 6
and procedures for essential personnel such as radio station
operators. Also, FEMA has provided stations with little assist-
ance toward developing a standard operating procedure for use
during a nuclear attack.

FEMA officials said that draft BSPP guidance was developed
in August 1982, sent to the FEMA regions for comment, and is ex-
pected to be issued in fiscal year 1984. This guidance is
needed to clarify the roles, responsibilities, and functions of
broadcast stations participating in the BSPP.

FEMA NEEDS TO IMPROVE DIRECTION o
AND CONTROL PROGRAM MONITORING

Effective direction and control systems development re-
quires adequate monitorinq. Program monitoring activities
should assure that program goals and objectives are attained in
a timely and consistent manner. They are also essential for
acquiring and updating information on current systems status to
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assess program progress, identify deficiencies, make necessary
program adjustments, and prepare plans. FEMA currently does not
have a system that can adequately collect information on its EOC
program and the BSPP nor is it performinq periodic inspections
of local EOCs and BSPP stations.

FEMA program information

is inadequate

The Program Status Report has been the primary means by
which FEMA has monitored many of its civil defense proqrams.
This report contains FEMA program data reported by each state
and local civil defense organization. FEMA annually updated
this report through state and local government verification of

. the data it contained. However, the report was not updated in
fiscal year 1982 because, as previously stated, the Office of
Management and Budget determined in fiscal year 1981 that it im-
posed an undue reporting burden on state and local officials.
Nevertheless, FEMA continues to use and perform limited updating
of the report regarding EOC status. FEMA sometimes obtains pro-
gram data from other sources, such as telephone calls and occas-
ional visits, but has relied heavily on information from the
Program Status Report to develop the direction and control esti-
mates shown in the 7-year plan and to monitor ongoinq EOC
development activity.

This report does not provide good support for EOC and BSPP
management activities because of problems concerning data com-

..*. prehensiveness, accuracy, and timeliness. The report provides
almost no data regarding the BSPP, and FEMA officials said that
no other functioning FEMA systems for monitoring BSPP station
status exist. The data was old when it first appeared in report
form because it generally took 9 to 12 months after the fiscal
year end for state and local civil defense organizations to sub-
mit the data and for FEMA to put it in report format. FEMA of-
ficials also said that state and local civil defense organiza-
tions updated data without verifying actual program status, and
estimated that the data was 85 percent accurate at best.

Because of these problems with the Program Status Report,
FEMA program managers are now attempting to develop their own
specific program data bases, but these are presently inadequate
for effective monitoring of EOC and BSPP status. Our 1983 re-

"'e port 3 on FEMA program management further addresses problems in
this area.

.J

3The Emergency Management Assistance Program Should Contribute
More Directly to National Civil Defense Objectives (GAO/GGD
83-5, Nov. 5, 1982).
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EOCs and BSPP stations
are not being inspected

FEMA officials said that EOCs and BSPP stations need to
2. have periodic inspections in order to determine their readiness

and ensure compliance with FEMA program objectives. Our review
found, however, that neither FEMA nor the states were performing
periodic inspections of these facilities.

FEMA headquarters and regional officials acknowledged the
need to review EOC facility status, but told us that FEMA lacked
the personnel and that periodic EOC inspections had not been
conducted since the mid-1970s. State officials stated they did
not perfc-m EOC or other local direction and control system in-
spections because they either lacked the personnel or did not
believe they were responsible for local level direction and con-
trol system performance.

According to FEMA headquarters officials, FEMA regional of-
fices are responsible for performing periodic BSPP station in-
spections, but none of the FEMA regions we visited were actually
conducting them. FEMA regional officials again said they had
too many other program responsibilities and too few staff to
conduct this activity. We also noted that while FEMA provides
100 percent funding for BSPP equipment and facilities, FEMA can-
not legally inspect BSPP stations without owner permission.
This occurs because the BSPP contracts with the stations and the
Federal Communications Commission transfers ownership of
BSPP-funded equipment to the Federal Communications Commission
at the time of installation. Commission officials said that
while the Commission conducts station inspections, these usually
do not address the BSPP. FEMA officials told us they are
negotiating with the Commission to change these contracts.

CONCLUSIONS

Although effective direction and control is essential for
the implementation of U.S. civil defense plans, these programs
continue to suffer from low staffing and funding levels. Two of
the most important direction and control systems, EOC and the
BSPP, are presently inadequate and are composed of facilities
with deficiencies that would render most of them of little or no
use during a nuclear attack. The EOC Program and the BSPP
proposed by FEMA's 7-year plan do not have adequate development
plans, contain questionable cost estimates, and need updated

.guidance and adequate program monitoring. State and local
participation in EOC development is limited and is being
adversely affected by generally inadequate local funding and
disinterest in nuclear attack related civil defense. FEMA
program improvement, federal funding increases, and state and
local participation and funding increases are all directly
interrelated and must all occur in a coordinated fashion before
these programs and systems can be effective.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

We recommend that the Director of FEMA:

-- Reevaluate current estimates regarding the number, loca-
tion, and types of EOCs needed for a national network
that more closely reflects CRP requirements, population,
existing state and local resources and capabilities, and
local participation in civil defense. EOC program cost
estimates in the 7-year plan should be revised
accordingly and closely coordinated with state and local
EOC cost estimates.

--Update principal civil defense policy guidance, such as
the National Plan, the Emergency Operating Center De-
velopment Manual, the Emergency Communications Manual,
and BSPP guidance, so that state and local qovernments
can better plan to meet national civil defense
objectives. The availability of updated program guidance
would also help convince state and local governments of
federal commitment to a revitalized civil defense and
might encourage more state and local participation in
civil defense programs.

-- Emphasize the completion of detailed state EOC develop-
ment plans so that the degree of probable local partici-
pation and funding of direction and control programs can
be more accurately estimated.

--Reevaluate current estimates of the number of BSPP sta-
tions needed according to their broadcast area coverage
capabilities and adjust BSPP cost estimates accordingly
in FEMA's 7-year plan.

-- Direct the establishment of an adequate system for col-
lecting data and monitoring the status of civil defense
programs and facilities at state and local levels that
will ensure program compliance, identify deficiencies,
and improve EOC and BSPP planning and cost estimates.

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

FEMA agreed that estimates concerninq EOC requirements
needed to be reevaluated and noted that FEMA has contracted for
a study to assure nationwide uniformity of state and local EOC
requirements. FEMA anticipates no related problems with EOC
funding until this study is completed because EOC funding re-

quests have outweighed available federal funds and the states

have only been able to fund priority projects.

We believe that the level of state and local commitment to
the development of EOCs capable of nuclear attack related opera-
tions remains questionable. Federal funding for EOC development
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has been limited, totaling $6.5 million in fiscal year 1982. It
appears that FEMA must generate a much higher level of both
state and local participation and federal funding before an ef-
fective national EOC system can be developed.

FEMA acknowledged the need for EOC and BSPP guidance. It
said this guidance is being developed and should be published in
the near future. FEMA also acknowledged the need to develop
civil defense policy guidance, possibly in the form of a nation-
al plan or planning assumptions. It said work in this area
would be getting underway on a priority basis in the near
future.

Regarding the other program deficiencies, FEMA said that
corrective actione either were underway or would be addressed
during fiscal year 1.984 under a new program implementation stra-
tegy called the Integrated Emergency Management System. This
strategy will focus and build upon preparedness infrastructure
functions common to essentially all types of emergencies.

FEMA believes this approach will. address many of the con-
cerns noted in this report. For example, new comprehensive
guidance is being developed for multiyear development, capabil-
ity assessment, and program status reporting, which FEMA
believes should result in substantial improvement in civil
defense and emergency preparedness in general. This strategy is
not designed to replace the 7-year plan, but it does establish a
new approach to accomplishing civil defense objectives. We were
not able to evaluate the effects of the Integrated Emergency
Management System because it was scheduled for implementation
after our review had been completed.
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APPENDIX VI APPENDIX V1

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Washington, D.C. 20472

MAY 3 11983

Mr. Donald J. Horan
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Horan:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment upon your draft report
on selected elements of the Administration's proposed plan for revitalizing
the U.S. Civil Defense Program.

Attachments A and B contain specific comments on the issues for the
subcommittee that are identified in the draft and on the recommendations
that are included. Attachment C contains line-by-line and general comments
on the Digest and other major sections. In addition, some significant
general points are set forth further on in the body of this letter.

Before moving to those points, however, we appreciate that the draft makes
clear that (as was also described in the GAO report of 1977) for too many
years this country has lacked a comprehensive civil defense policy, activities
in this area have received little interest and funding, and civil defense
in general needs to be better planned and coordinated at all levels. We
at the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) could not agree more
with these conclusions, and it is in response to the vital national needs
in this area that the Reagan Administration has developed the enhanced
program which was proposed to the Congress last year and earlier this
year. This proposed program not only sets forth an approach to meeting

the goals included in President Reagan's 1982 National Security Decision
Directive; it also ties directly to the mandate of the Congress as reflected
in the 1981 Amendments to the Civil Defense Act of 1950.

We are also pleased that the draft report acknowledges that FEMA has made
improvements in the Civil Defense Program. At the same time, we agree
with the points made in the draft to the effect that some elements of the
7-year plan need further refinement and improvement and that there is
inadequate guidance, monitoring, and control in some areas of the program.
In large part this is due to the minimum staff resources available to
administer the program at this time (and over an extended period of years
for that matter). As is noted in the draft, we are very much aware of
needs for improvement and have initiated significant actions to correct a
number of the most serious deficiencies. With regard to the point on
program refinement and improvement, we are constantly reviewing the program
and will modify it as the need becomes apparent. Guidance, monitoring, and
control in particular are recognized as vital elements of a truly effective
program. We will be working to strengthen these functions as best we
can, given our current limited staff resources, and these areas will be a
priority for application of any additional resources that might become
available in the future.
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The draft, in referring to the industrial protection area which is now
under study, refers to billions of dollars of additional costs that
could be incurred in that area, depending upon the option pursued.
We assume, then, that the point being made on page iii of the Digest
section with regard to the possibility that implementation costs for
the proposed program will likely be some millions of dollars greater
than those shown in the plan, refers to other program elements. Some
cost adjustments will no doubt be made as we learn more and as the
program complexion is altered over time. By-and-large, it is our feeling
that the cost pattern for the program as originally conceived was care-

* fully developed and reflects both program experience and estimates based
on our best understanding. Where, in our opinion, there is any question
of numbers of items or facilities required, their locations, unit costs,
and the like, we are, or will be, undertaking special analyses to either
verify or modify the base from which our cost calculations are made.
Where need for change becomes apparent, we will adjust the program funding
profile as required.

There are two general points to which your attention is directed as
you consider our comments. These are:

Integrated Emergency Management System (IEMS)

It is our feeling that any report on the administration of the
Civil Defense Program that does not recognize the fact that
FEMA has initiated the development of an integrated approach
to the management of the functions for which it is responsible
is incomplete. We fully understand that your reports must
deal with "what is" as opposed to "what is coming," and we
feel that our adoption of the integrated approach meets that
criterion. We instituted transition activities to move in
that direction while your study was still underway.

Our movement to this new program implementation strategy results
from our assessment of our experiences in administering FEMA
activities since this Administration took office. It reflects
our conclusion that the only sensible way to develop a truly
effective national system for dealing with the full range of
domestic and national security emergencies is to focus on, and
build upon, those preparedness infrastructure functions that are
common to essentially all types of emergencies. These include:
warning systems, communications, direction and control, shelter,
health and medical, and population movement. At the same time,
capabilities for dealing with those special characteristics that
apply to one or a few emergency situations will be developed as
well.

The management approach being employed will directly address a
number of concerns about the current status of the program that
we have and which are expressed in your draft report. For example,
we are developing at this time new and comprehensive guidance on
hazard assessment, capability assessment, multiyear development
plans, and program status reporting which, when implemented in the
coming fiscal year, should result in substantial improvement in
the program across-the-board.
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The integrated emergency manarement approach has, in our opinion,
so much potential for heightening our national emergency management
capability and it bears so directly on the management of civil
defense activities, it deserves to be discussed in the report.
We would, of course, be pleased to furnish whatever detail would
be helpful to your staff in discussing this approach in an appro-
pri ate manner.

Protection of Industrial Capability

Our concern here is that the draft report implies throughout, and
in at least one reference seems to state as fact, that industrial
protection-related activities will result in an increase in the
projected program of as much as $6.0 billion. While such could
conceivably be the case, depending upon the outcome of analyses
and option development activities which are underway at this
time, no decisions have as yet been made in this regard. It is
clear that current civil defense activities are deficient in that
inadequate resources have precluded any significant activities in
this critical area. However, the range of options likely to emerge
from the analysis now underway will in all probability be quite
wide, with similar wide-ranging resource requirements. Thus, it
is important that all mention of the status of, and prospects
for, industrial protection activities be made clear throughout
the report.

We particularly appreciate the fact that the report once again highlights
the need for heightened civil defense capability in this country, describes
the long neglect of this important area, and vividly portrays the challenge
that we face as a nation in building a more effective national emergency
management system.

FEMA has accepted this challenge--we hope that the Congress acts favorably
on our request for the resources without which the significant improvement
called for in the Civil Defense Act, last year's National Security Decision
Directive and your draft report cannot be achieved.

We welcome your report as a useful independent review of a portion of
the proposed program for civil defense. While we, of course, do not
necessarily agree with all the conclusions reached, we do value the
time, thought, and effort that went into the study and will take positive
actions appropriate to the points brought forth.

We look forward to the issuance of the report in its final form.

Sincerely,

Director

GAO Note: Attachment C, which contained clarifying language,
has been deleted and we have made changes in mne
report where needed.
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GAO DRAFT REPORT ON 7-YEAR CD PROGRAM

FEMA COMMENTS ON ISSUES FOR THE SUBCOMMITTEE

1) Whether FEMA should continue to place program emphasis on the
completion of crisis relocation plans for counterforce and other
less heavily o ulated risk areas, or place program emphasis on
completing crisis relocation plans first for heavily populated
urban risk areas where they have the greatest life saving potential.

Conmment

o This point is rather moot as it relates to whether counterforce area
planning should be emphasized, since CRPs in counterforce areas have been
a priority for the past 6 years--a direction set in the prior Administra-
tion with the urging of FEMA's House Appropriations Subcommittee. By the
end of FY 1982, 500 of he 716 required initial CRPs for counterforce areas
were completed (i.e., 70 percent of requirements). By the end of FY 1983,
with the momentum in this area, this figure is expected to be close to
100 percent. The report focuses on the need to get on with the development
of evacuation planning for the larger cities. Approaches to this issue
will receive priority attention as our program planning proceeds.

2) Whether FEMA should select some representative risk and host areas
and complete all civil defense program elements in these areas so as to
develop prototypes to (1) demonstrate program workability and generate
Federal, State and local funding and interest for civil defense and
(Z) test civil defense concepts and identify robems that might a ect
program funding considerations.

Comment

o We are pleased to note this issue since it supports one of the basic
concepts we are developing as we proceed with Agency planning during our
transition into the implementation of the Integrated Emergency Management
System approach in FY 1984. Exemplary projects have been proposed
by FEMA and are included in the FY 1984 budget submission for the Civil
Defense Program.

3) Whether FEMA has established adequate systems for collecting data and
monitoring the status of civil defense programs and systems at regional,
State and local levels so as to ensure program compliance, identify
deficiencies, and develop adequate plans and budget estimates.

Comment

o We clearly agree with the need for such and have already initiated action
in FY 1983 to implement such a system as a major feature of our Integrated
Emergency Management System approach.
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GAO DRAFT REPORT ON 7 YEAR CD PROGRAM

FEMA COMMENTS ON RECOMMENDATIONS

NUCLEAR ATTACK CIVIL PREPAREDNESS

We recommend that the Director of FEMA:

--Direct the FEMA regions to monitor the degree to which local jurisdictions
with completed initial CRPs are refining them and developing the operational
procedures and coordination needed to make the plans operable. FEMA could
thus better identify CRP implementation problems, better evaluate the extent
of local civil defense participation, and direct limited resources to areas
where they would be more effectively used.

Comment

o FEMA will initiate actions to assess a jurisdiction's capability for
implementing its nuclear attack preparedness plans as well as natural
and technological hazards by stressing increased testing and exercise
programs.

DIRECTION AND CONTROL

We recommend that the Director of FEMA:

--Revise current estimates regarding the number, location, and types of EOCs
needed for a national network in a fashion that more closely reflects CRP
requirements, population, existing State and local resouces and capabilities,
and local participation in civil defense. EOC program cost estimates in the
seven year plan should be revised accordingly and coordinated more closely
with State and local EOC cost estimates.

Comment

o Beginning in FY 1981, FEMA requested that the States, in cooperation with
their localities, provide number and cost estimates for future EOC require-
ments. These estimates are updated yearly in response to items such as
population shifts and new sources of potential hazards. FEMA has also
contracted for a study to be conducted over the next year to assure nation-
wide uniformity of these State and local requirements. Based on these two
sources of information, future EOC requirements (including EOC distribution
and cost estimates) will be as realistic as is possible when dealing with
long-range plans. Until this information is fully gathered and analyzed,
we foresee no problems since each year EOC fundinq requests greatly
outweigh available dollars and the States and Regions are able to fund
only priority projects in any event.

6
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--Update principal civil defense policy guidance such as the National Plan,
the Emergency Operating Center Development Manual (MP-38), the Emergency
Communications Manual CVG 1-18), and BSPP 5uidance so that State and local
governments can better plan to meet national civil defense objectives. The
availability of updated program guidance would also do much to convince State
and local governments of Federal commitment to a revitalized civil defense
and might encourage more State and local participation in civil defense programs.

Comment

o FEMA is aware of the need to develop and promulgate updated civil
defense policy guidance, possibly in the form of a national plan or planning
assumptions. Work in this area will be getting underway on a priority
basis in the immediate future. With regard to the EOC and communications
manuals and the BSPP guidance, we agree as to the need. In all three of
these latter cases, work is underway and is scheduled to be completed in
FY 1984. (See Attachment C, page 3, Direction and Control.)

--Emphasize the completion of detailed State EOC development plans so
that the degree of probable local participation and funding of direction
and control programs can be more accurately estimated.
Comment

o These were initiated by FEMA in FY 1981 and will be expanded under IEMS
as part of the multiyear development plan (see Attachment C).

--Revise current estimates of the number of BSPP stations neededaccordin to their broadcast area coverage capabilities, and adjust BSPP
cost estimates accordingly in FEMA's seven year plan.

Comment
o Agree--planning to accomplish.

--Direct the establishment of an adequate system for collecting data
and monitoring the status of civil defense programs and facilities at
State and local levels that will ensure program compliance, identify
deficiencies, and improve EOC and BSPP planning and cost estimates.

Comment

o We agree with the need and, as we have indicated in our comment to the
third issue in Attachment B, have already initiated action in FY 1983 to
supplement the system as a major feature in our Integrated Emergency
Management System approach.

'4
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j-p'

RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE

We recommend the Director of FEMA:

--Direct FEMA Regional officials to review reported RADEF equipment stock
levels for accuracy and shortages so that current stock levels can be
determined and equipment needs more accurately identified.

Comment

o Agree

--Direct FEMA Regional Officials to review the adequacy of State RADEF
... equipment distribution plans and exercises so that the ability of the States

to use Federally funded RADEF equipment can be determined.

Comment

o Agree.

--Update RADEF guidance and course material so that radiological
defense officers can more readilz obtain current FEMA policy guidance
on radiological defense and receive training that more accurately portrays
and prepares them for the conditions likely to be experienced in a nuclear
attack.

Comment

o Agree. Action already underway.

--Develop a central information system for determining the status, location,
and trainin5 needs of individuals receiving training for RADEF program
implementation. Such a system is needed so that FEMA can evaluate U.S.
ability to implement radiological defense trainin5 and support that would
be needed in the event of a nuclear attack, identify training needs, and
develop more accurate Radiological Defense program cost estimates and plans.

Comment

o Agree.

(947491)
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